
Correspondence. 

n .  B W ~ .  Mr. E. W. BEARE renlarkcd that scvcral  very  important  points 
needed  further discussion. First,  the presence of water  in  the 
earth,  behind,  under,  and in  front of the wall : sccondly, the 
question of friction a t   the  back  and at the  tde of thc wall, and 
thirdly, the position of the resultant of the oarth=pressure  under the 
wall. Mr. Wentworth-Sheilds's  suggestion to calculate the lateral 
prevsure of a flooded backing as that  due  to  thc cart,h  alouc, or clve 
that  of water whose  free surface was a t  Soakage level,  whichrvor 
was the greater,  appearcd t o  be an excellent way out of the dilii- 
culty in most cases, but  there seemed to bc a touch of guesswurk 
about  it. It would probably not be far wrong for many matrrials, 
but with a very  open  hacking i t  s,,rmed that  the lateral pressurc 
would  be  greater tlvan tiwt  due to water alone. I n  the case of a 
backing  consisting of a granular  material whose specific gravity 
lvas uuity  and which  was flooded with  water, the lateral pressure 
would  presunlably  be that due tu water  alone. If a hearier granular 
material were substituted  for  tho  light  nlaterial, it yecmed tlmt  thc 
lateral pressure  would bc  thereby  increased. Rescarcl1 TWS very 
badly  wanted in  that  direction. If the  earth  under a wall I ~ S  a t  
all porous, tho  upward  water-pressure  should  certainly  be a l l o \ ~ ~ d  
for. It had the effect of lightening the wall and threw  the  resultant 
rarth-l,rcusurPf:lrtllera,vayfron, thecentreof  thehsc.  Theintensity 

the limits of safety. With  regard t o  the presence of water in  the 
of pressure under the toe might thus be  increascd, possibly beyond 

cnrth in  front of t.hc too, the importance of research in  this 
direction  could not be  too  strongly enlphasized.  The  permissible 
resistance of a flooded material  might  differ  considerablyfrom that  
of a dry material. I n  his opinion i t  was  t,otally  wrong t o  consider 
the friction  between the backing and the  back of the wall, par- 

into play if the wall tried to overturn  about  its  toe. In  the case 
ticularly in  the case of a large wall. The  friction could  only  come 

of a large wall that  was  practically  impossible,  for  a wall  would 
not  overturn  about  the  toe unless the resultant of the base  prcssuro 

for either earth or masonry.  The inclusion of the back  friction 
was at  the toe,  and the intensity of pressure would then be  too high 

therefore  presupposed  unsafe  design. It might  be that  there m r e  
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for without  taking  into  account  back  friction,  but  this was no 
quay-walk  standing  to-day whose stability i t  was difficult  to  account m ,  ~ e a r e  

reason for  assuming that  such  friction was always  present. It 
could not  act if there were no  tendency for the  back of the wall 

was about  to  occur, or was actually  taking place.  When  cou- 
to rise, and  its  value  wai  absolutely  indeterminate unless  movement 

sidering the friction  botweon the  toe  and  the  earth  in  front of it ,  
there was no doubt  that, if a wall sank at   i ts  toe, the friction would 
be called into play, 
hut  not  until  thc lxg. 4. 
ultimate rosistancc 'F'-. 
of the  earth  under 1 
the  toe  .had been I 
rear,hed. Again, the \ 
inclusion of friction 
presupposed  unsafe 
design. The  usual I 
assumption  that  the 
result,ant  pressure 
must  lie  within  the . . 
middlc  third, was, 2 
he  thought, open to I 

question,  for it was j 
quitepossible  tohave I 
compression at   the  
heel  even  when thc ,j 
resultant  was outside 4 the middle  third. .I 
The common theory -3 
was that, when the 
resultant  lay  wit,hin I" 6' 9 T O W  

the middle third,  the 71 Tom 

0 

12 
3% 

pressure was distri- 
buted Over the base, Weight of Maaonry = 120 lbs. per oubio foot. 
varying  from  a  maxi- 

.+ = 40° ; W = 120 lbs. per cubic foot;  

mum a; the  toe  to zero at   the  heel, and  that, if the  resultant  lay 
outside the middle  third, the pressure did  not  extend so far  as 
the heel. If the designer of a  wall  found that  the  resultant  came 

wall  because of the necessary  minimum heel pressure  which  would 
outside thc middle third,  he  usually  corrected  the  section of the 

tend to  overturn  it.  He  probably looked  upon that  as  an  extra 
force not  already  accounted for, and therefore  unbalanced ; hence 

[THE ISST. C.E. VOL. CCXIII.] M 
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Mr. Beare. the revision of his  calculations. As a matter of fact,  the only 
effect of tho heel pressure  was slightly  to  increase  the  toe pressure, 
and if that was still definit.elyless than  thc permissible toe pressure, 
the wall would be  stable  against  overturning. As an  illustration he 
took  thc wall shown in Fig. 4. The  magnitudes of the forces  involved 
would be  found to  bo approximately as shown in  the figure. The 
resultant of the base  pressure  would  be  found to  be 5.6 foot from 
the toe.  The  diagram of base pressures was usually  taken  to  be as 
in Fig. 5,  the maximum  intensity of pressure  being 8.45 tons per 
square foot-only about  three-quarters of the maximum  permissible 
load. A design  giving such  a  diagram of base  pressures was usually 
considered to be unstable,  because i t  had  not  taken  into  account 
the  fact  that  the backing was bound to produce an upward  pressure 

Fig. 5. 

U- +----- -._. 16.8: -___.__. + 
at   the  heel. That pressure did  not  by  any  means  imply  that  the 

true  state of affairs was more  likely to  be  as shown in Fig, 6. There 
wall  was  unstable, for  the  diagram  in Fig. 5 was quite wrong. The 

was  now  a perfect  balance of forces, and  the heel  pressure was suffi- 
cient to resist the upward  lift due  to  the weight of the backing. 

the  toe pressure had  only been  increased  from 8.45 to 8.54 tom, 
It would  be  noticed that,  by allowing for  the necessary  heel  pressure, 

and was still well under  the  safe  load.  Such a wall would obviously 
not  overturn. In   the paragraph " Devices for Stabilizing  Walls," 

foundation of a wall might increaso its tendency to  overturn. 
Mr. Wentworth-Sheilds  said that, theoretically,  deepening the 

M ~ . R ~ I I .  Mr. A. L. BELL remarked that  unfortunately  in most,  if  not 
Mr. Beare would like him to  give  particulars of such a case. 

all, of the numerous  examples of failnres of dock-walls, the 
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necessary data for  calculating the forces  which  caused the failures m.Be11. 
were not  available. It would add  greatly  to engineering 
knowledge, and would have a beneficial effect upon  practice, 
if a  standing  committee were set  up by The  Institution  to 
secure  precise  particulars of the  nature of ' the  soil and  other 
necessary data  in  future cases of failure. He  had, a t  con- 
siderable  pains,  examined  a  'large  number of publications  deal- 
ing  with  foundation  loads,  failures of retaining-walls and  other 
structures,  skin-friction,  and  other  points  bearing  upon  the problems 
of earth-pressure and resistance, and  had found, t o  his  disappoint- 
ment,  that  no precise  conclusions  could be  drawn  from  them.  In 
most cases  something  essential  was  missing,  e.g.,  foundation-loads 

Fig. 6. 

%fS  Ton 
pC?Psp". 

were  given without reference to  the  depth, skin-friction  without 
sufficient  assurance that  the  cutting edge  was free  from  support, 
and so forth. A committee,  though it might  not  be  able  to  pre- 
scribe  formulas  for  calculation which  would meet  with  general' 
approval, could a t  least  put  all  the essential facts  upon record. I n  
the course of time  very  valuable  particulars  might  be collected, the 
cumulative effect of which  would  be great ; and  time would doubt- 
less  show, by practical  examples,  which  formulas  were  safe and 
which  were not. I n  another respect  such  a committee would be of 
value. At  the present  time,  no  doubt,  many engineers were, without 
collaboration,  testing  foundations  by  various  methods of their own 
devising. If details of those  tests could be placed, as  a  matter of 
routine, a t   t he  disposal of a committee  and  subjected by  the  latter 
$0 expert  analysis  and  tabulation,  mutual benefit might  result. 

M 2  
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Mr. Bell. A large  number of sucb  testn  might ultimately show the  true values 
of the charact,rrivt,ics whirh w r c  required whcn applying the 
availablo  formulas ior the yielding  point of foundations,  namely, 
.#, for dry sandy  foundations,  or k and a for  foundations in coherent 
earth. Up to  the present  no  direct and entirely  satisfactory  method 
of determining  thosc  characteristics  had  been  devised.  With  regard 
to thc modes  of failurc of retaining-walls, i t  should not  be ovcrlooked 
that failure  might  take place, not in  the matorial  upon which the 
wall vas founded, but  in  softer  material lowcr down.‘  Many cases 
had occurred in his own experience  where, a t  a certain  depth, exc& 
lcnt founding  matcrial  had been met,  hut, owing to  the existence 
of softer strata  nnderneath, i t  had bocn necessary t o  carry  the 
foundation  mnch  deeper,  in order t,oavoid thc risk of failure  from that 
cause. Mr. \Ventmortl~-Sheilds  refrrrrd to failure  arising  from the 
turning of t,he. wall npon  thd  too  accompanicd  by rising of the heel. 
It was questionable  whethcr t,hat ever  happened.  The  failure of 

turning  in all cases where the wall \vas not  fonnded  on rock. He 
the  material  under the  toe  must  he  the  immediate cause of over- 

had  no  doubt  that, where the material was uniform, the expcdient 
of sloping the  fonndation  upwards  from heel to  toe gavo addi- 

slide  upwards (which was unlikely) or shear the nndisturbed  materhl 
tional  security  against  sliding  forward, for t.hemal1 must t,hen cit,hcr 

horizontally;  and  more  force was  required t o  shear  tho  undisturbed 
material than would  be  required t o  push the wall along a previously 

when  calculating the  st,ability of a wall hacked by a mixture of 
prepared  horizontal  surface. As for the proper  procedure to  adopt 

water and earth,  the information now available was inadequate, 
and  further experiments  upon the point were required. 

m ,  ~ ~ ~ t .  Nr. A. T. BEST, comment,ing upon Mr. Wmtworth-Sheik’s  Paper, 
remarked that  t,he  subject was  one of perennial interest,  and  the 
Paper was valuable chiefly by reason of it,s  clear  statement of the 
problem  and  its  factors. Some of them were unknown  quantities, 
and  t,he problem might  be  incapable of solution  in  exact  terms. 
The  Suthor, however, invited the pooling of information. Xr. 
Best’s  remarks were therefore offered as the outcome of a certain 
amount of experience  gained in connection  with the detailed  calcnla- 
tion, design, and  construction of heavy  quay-walls of the character 
under review.  Although the  Paper opened with  a reference to 
‘‘ strength  and  stability,” it was thereafter concerned  almost  solely 

Inst. C.E., vol. aai, p. 120. 
‘ See remarks by the late L. F. Vernon Harcuurt, Xipqtes of Proceedings 
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with  stability. His comments were therefore confined  likewise ~ r .  B&. 
t o  stability, or resistance t o  bodily  movement, as  distinct  from 
strength, or resistance t o  deformation  and  fracture. Considering 
the  stability of a wall under the pressure of external forces teuding 
either to  more it or to keep it still,  thirteen  forces were enumerated, 
apart  from  the weight of the wall itself.  Some of those were 
usually " neglected " in calculations, but   that  could  only  be done 
with  impunityif  theywere  really of negligible amount; for it might 
be  taken as an  axiom that  Nature neglected  nothing. Fortunately, 

the status quo. The factors of most  interest,  combining  great 
more than half of the thirteen were friendly,  engaged in preserving 

influence  with  great  uncertainty,  were  those of the principa,l 
earth-  and water-pressures, enumerated  as Al ,  B1, and D1. 
Regarding A1 (lateral pressure of backing),  Rankine's  formula, 

quoted as P = - ( -.-~), might be mote  briefly and 

conreniently  dated as P = tsu?0, where 0 = f (90"- +), and 

within  ordinary  limits  this could  be  shown to coincide wit,ll 
the sliding-wedge theory.  Another  important  point  to be 
realized xas  that  this  theory, whether  employed  graphically or 
analytically,  applied t o  fluids and semi-fluids as wsll as to  
granular  substances  such as earth.  Water was  no  exception 

calculation, the angle of repose $ i l l  that case  being  zero. T ~ I ~ I I  
to  the rule, but responded t o  exactly the same  method of 

P = -; -tan'lV,  and as  tan45" was unity, t,herefore P = ..~, *Oh' 

2 
as universally  recognized  for  \\-ater-lxesaure on a vertical face. 
Such  conformity  with law  helped to  the  right estiniation of  pressurea 
due  to  saturated or liquid  substances. The  greatest possible lateral 
thrust of backing  on  retaining-walls  was due  in his belief t o  mud 

foot,  and  an  angle ol repose  of lB", or 1 in 4. (In  another  line of 
or dredgcd  silt  having a unit weight of about 128 lbs.  per  cubic 

inquiry,  the pressure of fluid  concrete wl~en deposited  again8t 
shuttering was still greakr.) Taking the pressure of water a8 

of dry  earth weighing 112 Ibs. per cubic  foot,  with + = 30" vould 
100, that of mud  on the above data would  be 120, while that  

be only 60. The  case of saturated  granular soil, however, wa3 
one of special difficulty. He questioned the adequacy of Mr. 
Wentworth-Sheilds's  proposal to  take  the earth-pressure or the 
water-pressure,  whichever  might  be  greater. A better  practice 
might be to  take  the water-pressure  plus that  due to  the weight 

1 r 1 ~ ~  1 - sin r$ 

X 1 + SLIl + 
ZOh? 

2 

Wh? 

L 
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Mr. Best. of a sliding wedge of earth,  but with  only the  upper or dry portion 
of the wedge at full  unit weight, that  of the lower or wet  portion 

€or the effect of flotation, which varied  with the percentage of 
being  reckoned at B reduced  weight (as weighed in  water) allowing 

interstices. That assumption was more  severe and consequently 
safer  than  either of Mr. Wentworth-Sheilds’s  proposals, hut  it  
might  still  he  inadequate, as it took  no  account of any  flattening 

a lubricant. The Author’s proposal t o  consider B1 (pressure of 
of the angle of repose  caused by  tho  prmcnce of water regarded as 

watm in  front) at lowest tide-level  should he followed with 
caution.  Behind a wall in a tideway  the  saturation-level  probably 
remained  nearly  stationary  about  midway  between  high water and 
Iowwatcr, owing t o  thr d o ~ r a t e o f  percolation. Thus at low water 
the water-pressure on tho facc would he lcss than on the back. I n  
an encluscd dock the pressure would always he p a t e r  on the face of 
t,hc rpy-walls  and would tend t o  inrrcase  stnbilityafter t,he dock was 
filled. It appeared  imprudent, however, t o  base  calculations  upon 
such  aid, hecause during  ronstmction i t  was non-existent.  There 
was no water in front 01 the wall t o  halancc the pressure not  only 

rising behind it  aiter completion and hdore flooding. I n  such con- 
of the earth filling  against the back but also of saturation  water 

ditions Mr. Best had observed watm oozing through  from  hack to  
face  throughout a long len@h of quay-wall, up to  about  half it8 
height  above thc dock-hottom.  With  regard to  B2 (Isteral  resist- 
ance uf earth  in  front of the toe) t,he Authm had  done  a  signalscrvice 
in en~phasizing  thc difforence hetwt:sn thr active yressnre and the 
passive  resistance of various  materials.  The  rwistnnre was a t  a 
maximum  and  the pressure nil in the c,asc of a  perfect  solid, With 
liquids the reverso  was the cam,  the prcssure  being  great and  the 
resistance  slight. Semi-fluids and  granular  materials  lay between 
the two ext,rcmcs. A factor which had  very  grcat influence, although 
sonletimes i t  was overlookcd, was the upward pressure of water 
under  tho  basc (Dl). It was necessary,  however, t o  challengo the 
reasonableness of taking  that as uniform and equal t o  the head 
of the lowest  water-levcl.  From  observation of trench-hottoms, 
he was convinced that  in loose ballast the saturation was complete 
and  circulation or percolation  was  sufficientlyfree t o  ensure that  the 
hydrostatic  upward pressure at the  toe  and heel equalled the bead a t  
t h e  front nnrl hack  respectively, and probahly varied  evonly  between 
the two points. From that  there followrd thc  important conclusion 
that,  as thn pressure was not  uniform, the centre of pressure was not 
coincident  with thr rrntre of the base. Consequently, under a dock 
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wall after flooding,  with the  head of impounded  water  on  the  face 8Ir. Best. 
exceeding the  head of saturation  water behind, the  upward pressure 
was nearer to  the  toe,  and resisted  overturning. But before  flooding 
with  ground-water a t   the  back only, the ordinates of pressure must 
decrease from  back  to  front  as shown in Fig. 7. The  centre of 
pressure came  nearer the heel and  created  an  overturning  moment 
about  the  toe,  thus increasing the element of danger  previously 
mentioned  which  arose during  construction. On the  other  hand, 
after  water  had been admitted, its presence  on the face  introduced 

F;S. 7. 

the  factor of buoyancy or partial  flotation  by increasing the  upward 
lift  under the base. That  virtually reduced the weight of the wall 
and consequently the friction  on the base,  which  was a function of 
the weight.  Thereby the resistance to  sliding  was  affected.  Thus, 
consideration of the influence of water, so rightly  brought to  the 
fore by  the  Author, was fraught  with complications. To  ensure 
security, it was necessary to  calculate  stability  under  various con- 
ditions  which  obtained a t  different  stages of construction as well as 
after completion . With  regard to  D3  (upward  resistance of the  earth) 
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~ r .  Best. it was noteTs-orthy that  the  Author  still considered the ‘* middle 
tbird ” rule  a wise  one, a t  least in regard to  the base of a wall. 
The essential point t o  watch,  however,  was not  whether the  centre of 
resultant pressure kept  within  that  limit,  but  shether  the  intensity 

maximum. The best way to effect that was by ‘‘ a longer toe ” as 
of pressure upon the soil at   the  toe was kept below the permissible 

mentioned  approvingly  elsewhere in  the  Paper  and  as  adopted  by 
the  Author  at  the  White  Star Dock,  Southampton.‘  The “ middle 
third ” principle, if applied to   the body of a wall, led to  an 
uneconomical cross section  through  excessive  weight, for in general 
the  resultant  might  be allowed  nearer to  the face  without passing 
the margin oi safety.  Pursuing  that  line of argument, i t  was ovcn 
demonstrable that  the  stability of a wall  might  be  increased  by the 
paradoxical  method of reducing its crosu-sectional area,  provided 
such  reduction were made in  the  right place and  the interme1 strengt,ll 

the  latter  aspect of tho  matter  might w,vell form the aubject of a 
were maintained.  Although stabil i tya~~dstrt!n~l~s.ercrlosolyall iell ,  

separatc  investigation. He therefore  hoped to reiurn to it. by the 
submission to  The  Institution of a Paper  thereon. 

xr.Buekton. Mr. E. J. BUCKTON thought that Nr. ~~‘~ntworth-Sheilds’s  raper 

ing  remark “ t h a t  many engineers  discard their  calculations, cvon 
gsve  a  most clear and useful  outline of quay-wall  design.  Thc  open- 

if they  have  made  them,  and t r w t   t o  their  judgment  in  deciding 

it was meant t o  apply to  deep-water  quay-walls. It was hardly 
whether  a wall as devigned  will be  stable,” was rather  startling if 

conceivable that  an engineer would design an  important  and co3tly 
wall  based  solely  on his judgmcnt. In   the case of a flooded backing 
tb r  pressure must  be  equal to   the water-pressure, plus a pressyure 
due to tbe  carth backing  taken at   i ts  displaced weight;  but  the 

from + for  the same material  in the  dry.  Further knowledge 
value of + under water might,  and in  many cases must, be d i then t  

of the value of + for materials whcn  submerged  would  be useful. 
There  could be no rule  as t o  what  superload  should be allowed ior 
quays,  as  tho  amount depended entirely  upon  the lvcal conditious. 
Many quays  had  railway-linw between the quay-wall  and  sheds, 
whic,h could not  be  carried on piles;  and, if the lines were  within 
the surface  area of the  earth  retained by the wall, the weight of tbe 
locomotives must bo taken  into  account  in  finding  the Yuperload. 
The  foundations of the buildinga  could  usually be designed so as 
not  to  affect  the pressure  on the wall. The  crane  rails  also 
could generally  be  arranged so that, if any load  came on the 

’ Ninutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. cxov (1914), p. 42, 
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wall, i t  tended t o  increase its stability. A good example of such Mr. Buckton 

vertically  over the middle  third of the base, and  the inner rail was 
a case was where the outer  rail  ran  along  the  top of the wall, 

carried  on a beam  supported  by piers  resting  on the steps a t   the  
back of the wall. It was no  doubt good practice, and it was much 
the simplest  way, to  take  the superload  as  uniformly  distributed, 
but  the  amount mentioned, 2 cwt.  per  square  foot,  had nu general 
application. In   the  case of a long  quay-wall at present  under 
construction a superload of 12 cwt.  per  square  foot  had beon taken. 
Knowing the  arrangement of cranes and railway-linw, and  the  nature 
of and  method of handling the goods t o  be  loaded  and  unloaded, i t  
was a simple matter  to decide upon a suitable  superload. It 
seemed  more  reasonable t o  base the length of quay, over whicll 
the pull of a ship’s  moorings was assumed tu  he  distributed,  upon 
the height of the wall, rather  than  on  the t,hiclmesa at the base. 
If rertical  settlcn~ent-joints were not  formed in a mass-concret,e 
wall during  couatruction,  irregular  cracks,  running  approximately 
vertically  from top  to  bottom of the wall,  usually  occurred a t  

at intervals  equal to  four  times  the height of the wall on good founda- 
in t~r ra l s  soon after completion. If settlement-joints were formed 

tions, or twice the height of the wall un poor foundations,  settlement- 
cracks  seldom  appeared  except at   the joints  provided. It was 
therefore reasonable t o  assume that   the  pull or pulls  could be taken 
as distributed  over a length of quay  equal to  two t u  four times the 
height of the wall, according to  the  quality of the foundations. 

of an  ordinary  quay-wall was  small, and mi~s often ignored.  The 
‘The relative  importance of the effect of moorings on the  stability 

conditions  with a flooded backing  applied t o  the resistance of earth 
in  front of the toe,  exccpt that  in  the  latter case the refiistanco  was 
passive,  and  in the former case  active. There seemed litt.le  reason 
t,o doubt  the  advisability of  gi\.ing a small slope to   the  base of the 
~vall,  say 1 in 10 t o  1 in 20, as fur  the  same  maxin~unl  depth of 
fouudation  there was  greater  resistance t o  horizontal  movement, the 
shearing resistance of the  earth  beneath  it  in a horizontal  plane  being 
almost  certainly  greater than  tha friction  between the wall and  the 
earth, while the passive  resistance of the  earth was the same. h slope 
t u  the base  not  only  had the  advantage of increasing the resistance 
t o  sliding,  but it also  saved  concrete,  and  provided  better  drainage of 
the  foundatiom  during  construction. Any friction  between the 
backing  nnd the wall  assisted in preveuting  overturning, but  in a 
quay-wall it was  good practice to ignore it,  as  the friction in a flooded 

the  pressure at   the  toe of the base of anall   as that  due t u  a head of 
backing was a small  and uncertain quantity. It was safest to  take 
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Mr. Buckton. water  equal to  the height of the  water  in  front of the wall, and at 
the heel as  that  due  to a probable  head of standing  water behind 
tlre wall, the prcssure  between the  toe  and  the heel  being uniformly 
graded.  Due to  partial impermeability of the material  under  the 
base, tlle  upward  water-prcssnre  might  be less, but   i t  was not a  depeud- 
able  condition, and should be ignored. No doubt  vertical  frictional 
rdistanee existed  between the  toe  and  the  earth in front of it, but 
i t  was best  neglected in practical  designing. The pressure at the 
heel  should  not be less than  any  upward pressure  caused by  the 
backing  tending t o  upheave the  earth  under  tho wall. It was 
pointed  out  in  the  Paper  that  the  upward  earth-pressure was possibly 
neutralized. Where the foundationswere in good, firm,undisturbed 
ground, the tendency of the ground t o  upheave at tho heel could  be 
ncglected, and tlle  resultant  might  be allowed t o  pass  slightly  outside 

sion at the toe was within t,he  safe  bcaring-power of the soil ; hut 
the middle bhird,  always  provided the resultant  maximum comprcs- 

where the foundations were poor, or the new backing  was  rarried 
right  down to   the  hcel, the resultant  should  be kclrt within the 
middle  third.  The  safe bcuring-power of the soil must  be  found 
experimentally  on the site.  Naturally, for the sake of safety a 

found  by experiment, but usually no large factor of safety was 
somewhat  lower  nlaxilnum  value was adopted  than  the  maximum 

not more likely to ovcrturn  than was one  with  shallower foundations, 
necessary. An ordinary mass-concrete wall with  deep  foundations nxs 

but t o  go  beyond a certain depth was uneconomical, as thc wall 
would fracture,  due  to exccnsive tension a t  t,he back, and  it would 
be left  standing 011 exponsive conrrcta whrrn the  earth  might be 
sufficiently firm for  thc purpase. In the old days  the practice of 

' stepping the  hack of a an11 was the most  convenient  way of altoring 
its section  gradually, but,  with the present  practice of using  mass- 
concrete,  there was no  reason why economy  should not be  effccted 

give  a  slight batter  to  the  face of a wall for  the  sake of appearancas. 
by using a batter  instead of steps. It was  still the practice to 

wall used by modern  ships, as ships now had a grcatcr  beam 
An apprcciablc  batter was a distinct  disadvantage in a quay- 

possible t o  bring  them close alongside the quay. A toe was 
below watcr than  above,  and for convenient  working i t  must 110 

usually  adopted, as i t  gave a morc economical section  near the 
base, but  the size  was  limited in practice, a3 it  must  not intcrfcrc 
with  ships  alongside;  and  if, in ordcr to leave the water-space 
unrestricted  by any projection, i t  was made long and shallow by 
using  reinforcement, excessive terlsion  would bc set up  in  the 
nmss concrete n t  thp bark of the horizunt,al section immediately 
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above  the  toe. A tensile  stress of 14 lbs.  per  square  inch was  some- Mr. Buckton. 
times allowed in designing  a  quay-wall. That was important,  as a 
small  tension  allowance  considerably  reduced the thickness of the 
wall,  with a corresponding  reduction of concrete. Although it 
was better  to  assume  that  the concrete,  particularly between the 
layers  as  deposited,  had  no  real  tensile  strength, it was good practice 
to  make  an allowance for tension  when  designing a; wall, as  the 
tension a t   any  horizontal  section was a  measure of the  amount 
the  resultant  at  that section was outside the middle  third. As 
concrete  had  a  high  crushing-strength,  there was no  reason  why the 
resultant  should  be confined to  the middle  third. If the  resultant 
was  outside the middle  third  and  t,he  concrete could take no  tension, 
it merely meant  that  the  width of base  over  which the  resultant 
acted was three  times  the  distance of the  resultant  from  the  face, 
and  that  the  maximum  unit pressure due  to  the  resultant would 
be  somewhat  greater  than if the concrete  could take tension.  The 
maximun;  unit pressure,  however, might  still  be well within the safe 
crushing  limit of the concrete. If, as was  often the case, the possible 
upward  water-pressure at any horizontal  section  were  taken  into 
account, it was certainly  safe to  allow  tension  in the concrete. 

connection with problems of the  stability of river- and sea-walls 
must always be experience.  Rankine’s  formula  was the  standard 
of theoretical  reference  with  most  engineers, but  the  data  on which 
it was based  were  obviously  inferential. I n  his  experience  a  river- 
wall  seldom  gave way at   the  base or slid  forward.  Casualties  were 
more frequently  due to   the bulging of the upper  portion of the wall 
and  consequent  dislocation of the  structure  than  to  its  movement 
as  a whole. Theoretical  considerations  were  based  on the  assump- 
tion of the  interaction of a number of known or partially-known 
forces from  without  the  structure. One  difficulty of combining those 
data was the  fact of the inequalities of effect produced by  tidal 
action. It was obvious that   the  soakage  due to  land  water or tidal 
penetration  set  up,  an  infinitely  varied series of pressures in propor- 
tion  to  the degree of permeability of the backing and  its  avidity 
for  the  retention of imprisoned  water.  The periodic  variations of 
intensity of internal  stresses  due to   tha t  cause  would  probably be 
frequent  factors  in  the  disturbance of equilibrium. The  behaviour 
of a  clay  wall  under  distorting  stress was, he  thought,  a good object- 
lesson. I n  nine  cases out of ten it would be found  that slabs of such 
a wall near its crest  sheared  through  water  under pressure  finding 
its way  through fissures or lines of weakness. The  result was  a slip 
or slips, the  bulk of the wall being  undisturbed. If the slip was 

Mr. A. E. CAREY considered that   the  final court of appeal  in Mr. Cmey. 
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Mr. carey. sufficiently  serious to permit of water flowing over the crest of the 
wall, the results were guttering  and.flooding  in  rear of the wall. 

Mr. Latham's  Paper  raised a diAiculty  which experience had 

deep-water  quays  on the Thames. At the  time of the  Port of London 
shown to be  crucial. Mr. Carey had been an  early  advocate of 

Authority  Parliamentary  Inquiry, evidence was produced in  favour 

should  be  catered  for  wherc  deep  water  existed  naturally,  thus 
of such  projects.  The  argument was that, geographically,  big ships 

obviating  the  great  expensc of constructing docks and producing 
deep  water artificially. The nautical  difficulty of holding  a ship in 
a tideway  constantly  varying in height \\.as a serious  dilemma  when 
it was sought t o  create a long  line of quayage. An isolated  berth 
caused  no  difficulty, as the ship's  ropes could be carried  ashore 
forward and aft of such a structure.  The design of the Thames  Haven 
jetty now under  construction  had been evolved by his firm in order to 

came in a t  high  waicr  and  swung  and  dropped  alongside the  jetty early 
obviate risks to dolphins in nlanipulat,ing  big tankers.  Surh  ves~els 

on the  ebb;  and in a strong  tideway  they were ditficult to c(mtro1. 
\Vhile the principle of deep-water  quayage could, he  thought, be 

seemed t o  him the readiest solution of the problem. 
maintaiued,  nlooring vesscla to  an internrcdiate floating structure 

MT. csrron. Mr. P. G .  CARRUN had  experimonted  with  two model conmrte 
walls, each 24 inches  long by 11i indles  high. One had a plain 
sloping  back  and the other had a stepped hack. Ewh model  weighed 
approximately 82 Ibs. The nrodels \\we placed in  turn on a bench 
and caused to retain  material  coutnined in a frame, the  front of 
which was  formed by t h e  model. R a p s  fixed to  the w3lk at onr- 

held pails which were iill(d with nand until t.llo wvalls overturned. 
third  the  height  and at intervals of G inches, passed ovcr pullrys and 

The  results mere :- 

1 Overtnmine Force iu 1,lm 
hlnterinl rrtPii,e,i. 1 ,,P,,,,~ 1 slopillg 

' i  
\YSl i .  \\'all. 

74 .26  
-. ~~~~ ~~~ ~ 

Snud (&~inch gauge) . . . . , . . . 
Louse dry onr!.11 . . . . . . , . , . . 

On checking by calculation the result in  the first  case, he  found 
that  the moment due  to  thc  total weight of sand  supported  by  the 
off-sets almoat  exactly  accounted for the difference in the  overturning 
moments. 
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building  deep-water  quays  with  concreto  in bags or in mass might 
be found  advantageous  and  certainly economical. With  regard t o  
the  strength of such  work, whilc extreme hardness of unset  concrete 
deposited  in  water c,ould not  be  attained  vithout,  using a quantity 

in mixing,  still  experience  showed that many parts of a work had 
of Portland  cement a t  least Rqual in bulk to   the  sand employcd 

not  rrquircd that flint-like hardncsv ; and  in  any case i t  was a mattcr 
vhich could  be  easily  experimcntcd  on  with the materials  proposed 
to be  uscd for  any  particular xork. He mentioned  two  works ho 
had  constructed  in that way.  One was a quay-wall for fishing-boats 
at  Slmrlcen  Harbour.  The  depth,  pmpared  by  dredging, was 
6 feet below L.W.O.S.T. and  the rise of tide was 12g  feet.  Sheet 

t,hn  base, of the exact  length  requircd, werc drivcn  by  the use of a 
piling  along under  tho  front of the  quay,  and bearing-piles under 

long  t,imber  dolly  with  cast-iron jars.   The bags  were depovitrd  on 
the piled  base by a 12-ton  hopper  skip, and above low water the 

alluvial. The ot,har work was the  steamboat  pier a t  Lerwick.  Therc 
wall vas built of mass  concretc ; the  substratum of the  sitr was 

direciion of t,he  pier. The  silt was  dredged  and  the  bag d l s  were 
the  bottom was  soft  silt  covrring rock,  sloping  seaward in  the 

built  from a bargc  lowering a 9-ton  hoppcr skip  to helmet  divers. 
The  depth was about 20 feet at low water a t   the  outer  end of the 
pier,  with  a  tidal  range of about 6 feet,  and  the  top was finishedwith 
mass  concrete.  Greenheart  sponson  fenders were used.  The works 
had been in use for many years. 

much  interest.  Hc suggested that it would have been more appro- 
priately  entitled “ Deep-Water  Jettis?,”  the  term  jetty,  implying 
a structure “ thrown  out ” into  the  river  from  the  shore, being t,hat 
generally uscd on the Thames. With  regard to   the  cylinder type 
of jetty,  the  Author  stated  that  “some difficulty  has been experi- 

that  statement Mr. Du-Plat-Taylor  ventured t o  demur, as in the 
enced in  constructing  such  cylinders  in reinforced  concrete.” To 

case of the deep-water jetty  at  Tilbury  no  difficulty  had been 
experienced in  the making of the cylinders,  which were moulded 
in sheet-steel  moulds filled upon  shaking  tables,  and  very few had 
been  rejected as defective.  The  Author  mentioned  two  methods 
of fixing or sinking  such  cylinders,  one  being  first t o  drive the piles 
and  then place the cylinders  over them,  and  the  other to  cast 
the cylindrical  piers in position by  thc use of steel-sheath  moulds. 
Keither of those  methods had been adopted at Tilbury.  There the 
reinforced-concrete  cylinders were pre-east, as described  above, in 

Mr. W. DPCE C A Y  thought  that, in  many  cases, the systom of M r . C w .  

Mr. F. 31. Du-PLAT-TAYLOR  had  read Mr. Latham’s  Paper  with m .  Du-Plst,. 
Taylar. 
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~ r .  Du-Pht- lengths of 4 feet 6 inches,  those for the outer rows at   the  back  and 
Taylor. front of the jethy (F ig .  8 )  being 5feet 6 inches in diameter, and *ha% 

for  the  centre row 7 feet  in diametor, the thickness  being 4 inches 
in  the small, and 5 inches in  the large  cylindcrs.  The  lowest 
ring of oach  pier was formed  with a cutting edge (Fig.  g), 
making the lowor cdge of the cylinder 1B inch  larger in diameter 
than  the body of the cylindrical pier. The cylinders  were 

pitched  in the  bottom of the river,  and were then  sunk  to  the 
desired depth by  grabbing in  their  interior  by means of a special 
grab  and  steam  crane.  When  the  cutting edge  had  reached the 

within  the cylinders, four piles in each  5-foot &inch pier and six 
required  depth,  groups of reinforced-concrete piles were drivcn 

piles in each 'I-foot pier. To guide the piles and  to prevent  their 
fouling the interior  surface of cylinders,  mild-steel  guide-cages  were 
fitted on top of the  top ring of the cylinders jnst  above low-water level 
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those guides. The  act of releasing the 14-inch piles when  inserted in 
(Figs. 10 and l l ,  pp. 176 and 177), and  the piles were  pitched  through Mbr Dn-PIat 

the guides, and  the consequent drop on to  the  river-bottom, sufficed to 
embed them 3 t o  6 feet  in the  mud,and  the  driving  to  a  depth of 2 feet 
into  the  underlying  ballast was completed by  an  ordinary  pile-driver. 
The steel-grid guide-frame  ensured the piles being truly vertical 
and  correctly  spaced.  When the  pile-driving was completed  in any 
pier, the  interior of the cylinders was washed out  by  means of a 
water-jet,  and  any mud  clinging to  the inside of the cylinder wiu 
washed away over the  top;   the  interior was then filled with 
mass  concrete  reinforced  with  vertical  bars  embedded  around the 

TaylOr. 

heads of the piles, the barn 
being  carried up into  the 
braces and decking  above. 
Very little  difficulty was es- 
perienced in  sinking  the 
cylinders, the only  obstacles 
encountered  being  portions of - 
old tree~trunks, etc.,  in the 
layers of peat below the  river- 
bed, and  those  were  usually 
easily  broken up  by  the grab. 
The  pile-driving  also  prc- 
sented no  difficulty,  which  he 
attributed  to  the use of the 

suggested to   the contractors. 
He  considered that  the cylin- 
der-pier  type of construction 
for river-jetties was superior 
to  any  other,  both  in  ability 
t o  resist shocks and  in  the complete  clothing of the  supporting 
piles at  the  danger-point between  wind and water. 

Mr. F. W. DUCKHAM considered that  both  Papers were  particularly 
illuminating  in showing the  lack of finality  which  still  esisted  within 
such-  a  comparatively  simple  and  frequent  subject of engineering 
practice. Mr. Latham showed  a  well-considered  plan for  the No. 6 
Quay a t  Thames  Haven,  with a corresponding  cross  section of a 
simplicity  which  was  welcome  when  compared  with  many  existing 

considerations for  stability  in  respect  to all factors,  except that of 
designs,  whilst Mr. Wentworth-Sheilds  brought up to  date  the 

shock  horizontaUy  inwards,  which  certainly  demanded  consideration 
where there was no  back filling-as in  the case of any skeleton quay 

pile  guide-grids  which  he had 

D" !ekh; ilm. 
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Mr. Duckham. such  as  the one illustrated  by Mr. Latham. Mr. Duckham, however, 
was  disappointed that  there  had,  as  yet,  appeared no  sign of con- 
sideration  from  the  broader  aspect, which had  frequently been 
impressed upon  him  through physical  experience, of the horizontal 
reaction of heavy  staging to  the influence of heavy seas and of shocks 
from vessels, combined  sometimes  with  vertical  loads of the heaviest 
character.  The  conclusion,  which  had  been  enforced  by his experience, 
was that all  such  structures  might best  be  visualized and considered 
as being  vertical  cantilevers  embedded a t  their base.  When  such an 
image was realized, and  the  structure was considered as  a  narrow 
slice of the whole quay, it appeared  quite  evident that  the heaviest 
bracing  should  be in  the lowest  panel, so as to  resist the  total shear, 

Fig. 10. 

and also that  any piling  should  be  concentrated  towards  the^ t-bro 
edges,  which, back  and  front, corresponded  with the  two flanges of 
a  beam.  Similarly, if practicable, the lower  portions of such piles 
should  be  stronger at  the  bottom panel than elsewhere. It thus 
followed that  the  rear piling would require  special  consideration 
and anchorage, in  the case of a  quay which had  to resist  a heavy 
backing,  whilst an open wharf or quay of the  type shown by Mr. 
Latham would,  on the  contrary,  have  to develop its  greater  resistance 
against  the  shock of vessels or of waves from  the  front.  Here  the 
front piles  would  clearly  be subject  to tension  and even to  drawing, 
whilst the  back piles  would  be in simple  compression,  except during 
the inconsiderable  occasions of the comparatively  small pull by  the 
mooring-ropes of a  ship. In the  light of that simple view, it became 
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palpable  how  much  piling was often  comparatively wasted within the 
middle of the cross- 
section in positions 
which  would thus 
approach  the  ima- 
ginsry neutral axis 
of t h e  vertical pan- 
tilever,  and whpre 
they had little 
function  except ta 
resist vertical  loads. 
It further nppearcd 
how, by  proper  tri- 
angulation down to  
the  bottom,  the 
inside and outside 
p i h  wght   to  be 
caused to  admit 
full  resistance  to 
simple  tension or . 
comprmsision, rather 2 
than  have  merely 
to form the- toialf  
so many  separate 
units of resistance 
againqt so nmny 
horizontal  bending 
lnonlcnts. T h i s  
latter condition of 
design  was  only too 
often  the case and 
was almost  entirely 
so whenever a11 the 
bracing was con- 
fined tolevels  above 
low  water, as was 
s h o w n   i n  M r .  
Latham’s  section. 
Those piles cer- 
tainly  bad a con- 
siderable  advantage 
in being  sheathed 
by cylinders, hut their effect might be much  improved the 

[TUE INST. C.E. VOL. ccmI.1 N 

. Du ekhnm. 
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Plr.Uuukhsa addition of a simple  diagonal tie  from  the  bottom of the  front 
clustcr up to  the  junction at   the   top of the back piles. Mr. Durkllatrr 
realized t h a t  such  under-water  bracing was nvoided as nlurll as 

by  dkers, Long and special  experience xith such  bracing  llad 
possible, in urdcr t u  obviate  extra cost dnr to  the work  being done 

siloan no need for extravagance WIKXI it was attached t u  ateel c l i p  
and  tightened  by  union screns. Thus  the  most effective p n d s  uf 
under-water  bracing  might  be  readily constructd right dunn 
t o  the root of the piles, and  the  highest efficiency  obtained 
thereby. 

Mr.IIoi1ina- Mr. E. W. HOLLIKGWORTH considered that  the economical design 
of retaining-walls  was perhaps  the  most  important engineering 
problem  remaining  unsolved, for  the consequences of failure were 
so serious that few engineers  cared to  take  any risk,  and, as all 

WUrLII. 

D:.. 1" were not  gifted  with t he  '' miller's 
~~~~. Lr",~ thumb,"  vast  sums of money had 

been spent  in excessively  heavy 
I ~; 

1 
:I 

, ,  , ,  , ,  , ,  

work. Of the  many  factors 
enumcrated by Mr. \Ventworth- 

nraterial in  the foundations m r l  .~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~~~ 

, ,  , ,  Shcilds, the properties of t h e  
r&bd. , ,A  

j~~ 

~ . l  
: ,I 
: I  backingwere the moat important, :*  ! 

~ p u '  ~ Sir  Benjamin  Baker  had said i t  
;%a ~ 

I $  ~ 

: G  ness of the wall. The  rule  that 
, .  the  centre of pressure sllould fall 
I :  within the middle  third of the 

,~ 

and so many  assumptiom had t o  
r ~ u m +  be  made concerning them  that 

was as well t o  assume the  thick- , 3 '  

/, 

l ~ 

I .  
, I  

Jui(on d B m n  
I .  * i ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ !  

fortunately was not the case ; few  dock-walls complied with that 

base  tacitly ausumcd that  the 
soil was perfectly  elastic, wbic,h 

requirement.  Departure  from the elastic  condition  increased 
ultimate  raistance  by enabling  less-stressed parts t o  take a larger 
share of the load,  and  this  had enabled a hook of mild  stoel 
t u  withutancl repeated  applications of forces which would cause 
a fibre  stress of nearly 40 tons per square  inch in perfectly  elastic 

little prospect of formulst,ing rules to  take  the place of judgnlent 
material.  The  properties of soils were YO complex that  there sce~ned 

and experience, but as individual experience must be limited, the 

invaluable. In that  connection the  North Wall of Ramsgate 
propoYed collection of information by The  Institution would be 

Harbour  might  be of interest (Fig.  f2). The factor of safety must 

C&.&- 
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trench  work ; it also followed 
tllc  usual  shape of the exczva- 
tion  and  provided a bctter 
foundation for cranes. 
&b. ALAKIC I~IorB  thought 

the diagrams  prcpared by Mr. 
U'ontwurt.ll-Slleilds showed in '-.. 
a striking manner the high ' 
prcvsurcv which had to  htl 
provided lor vhen building 
walls i l l  soft  clay,  and,  by 

s u r e  wlicll such material 
inference, the low writ pres. 

would sustain as a founda- 
tion. It had  long  been a 
nmttcr of surprise to l h n  

be small,  yet for 20 years it  had  withstood the severe hydrostatic MV ~oning- 

pressure brought  upon it  by  the basin  being  (periodically)  emptied 
in  about 15 minutes.  The  backing was composed of chalk  cut 
from  the cliff, and  the  thrust on the back of the wall was com- 
paratively small. Longthening the too of a dock-wall t o  increase 
its stability would usually involve. hmvy cost in  trench  work, 
and the  same result  might  oftcn be at,tained at  considerably loss 
cost by reducing the width of the wall at   the base,  where the heel 
served  little  purpose  except to  add weight,  and corbelling or 
bracketing  out the upper  part of thc wall to obtain  the benefit of 
the weight of as much filling as possible (Pig. 13). The proposed type 
of section  gave the advantages of the old-fashioned  counterfort, 
which increased stability  at  little Cost but was unsuitable  for  deep 

uorth. 

Fig. 13. 

I', 

that  so littla  attention lrad been  paid to   the  determination of 
t.ho conjugato  pressures  exerted by nloist and  saturated soils, 
information as t o  wltich was vastly  more  important t o  engineers 
than knowledge of tllosc duo to  dry  sand or gravel. It appeared 
to him that,  in order to  ascertain the pressures  exerted by  saturated 
sand, i t  was necessary to add to  that   due  to  the water the pressure 
exerted by  the  sand,  remenhering  that  the weight of the  sand was 
reduced to  thc cxtcnt of thc displaced water,  and  that  the angle of 
repose was ltm than  that  of the dry material. He was not in accord 
with Mr. Wcntworth-Sheilds's  suggestion that   the  pressure of the 
sand  in  such a case  could  be  neglected,  nor did  he  see  why, when 
estimating the pressures in  front of the wall, that  of the  water  should 
be  assumed to   be non-existent.  Dealing  with the question of the  
upward pressure of water  under the base of a wall, he considered that 

N Z  

H?. nope. 
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Mr. Ewe. t o  calcnlatc i t  as due t o  the minimum  water-level  would, in  many 
cases,  give too low a result. He  thought  that  there  must bc 

saturation.leve1 stood at or about moan  dock-lcvcl, and  under which 
many impervious, or nearly  impervious, walls hchind which the 

there was a perviou  foundation. If, in such a case, the wat,er-levr!l 
of the dock were quickly lowered, the hydrostatic pressure under  the 
wall wouldvaryfrom a maximumvalue a t  the back to a minimum 
value at the too, and  the  maximum pressuro might  be that  due  to  the 
saturation-level. He  had known  more than onc  case in Liverpool 
where the concrete sill or platform of a  dock-passage had  fractured, 
during  the exclusion of water  for repairs, owing to  the  hydrostatic 

which the concrete had been  deposited. By drilling  vertical holes 
pressure of water which had percolated through the sandstone  on 

the percolated  water, further  tronble  had been  avoided. He was 
through the concrete and  thus  permitting the  free  escape of 

glad to see that Mr. Wentworth-Sheilds had emphasized the  import- 
ance of depth below the surface in  the consideration of the bearing 

devices for  stabilizing walls Mr. Wentworth-Shoilds  made  no  mention 
poxvers  of soils. That  factor was too often  neglected. In  considering 

of weep~holes, w,hich  were desirable  where tbc watcr-lcvcl in  front 
of a wall  was liable t o  a large rango of variation,  nor  did  he  touch 
upon the advantages of introducing a light  and  stable filling behind 
the wall where the  natural  material was bad.  An objection toweep- 
holes lay  in  the  tendency,  greater or less according to  the nature of 
the backing, t o  draw  material  through the wall and cause sub- 
sidence  behind the coping. That  might prove  dangerous if the  quay 
were covered  with  pavement strong enough to  support itself until B 

large c,avity had  formed  bencath  it.  Such loss of material,  however, 
might  be  avoided  by  care in designing the  drains  lcading to  the 
weep-holw,  and  by the provision of an effective  valve in  the face 
oi the wall t o  prevent the passage of water  from  front t o  back. 
Mr. Wentwortb-Sheilds's  statement  that  deepening  thc  foundations 

in exceptional  cases  where the  stability of the soil  was  very  bad. 
of a wall might  increase its  tendency  to  overturn could  only be true 

I n  general, the resistance to overturning was increased  by  deepening 
the foundations. 

X?. Latham. Mr. ERNEST LATHAM thought  that Mr. Wentworth-Sheilds's Paper 
was of the greatest  interest,  and  he  regretted  very  much that  the 
present  conditions  did not allow a Research  Committee  on 
Earth-Pressures t o  be  appointed  by  The  Institution. He  asked 
whether  the figure of 2 cwt.  per square  foot for cargo  super-loads 
llad  been the result of actual experience at Southampton  Docks. 
Such a load  would, of course,  represent  only  a  small  portion of the 
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stresses  set up in a  deep  retaining-wall. On the  other  hand, it =.Latham. 

he had  designed  works for  a  load of 8 cwt. per square  foot,  and  had 
seemed t o  him  that  the load might  not be correct. In  a  recent  case 

been  astonished to  find that  the wharfingers had  recently been 
applying a deck  load of nearly 1 ton per square  foot  to  the  structure. 
That case  was,  perhaps,  exceptional, as  tho  material  stored cousivted 
of paper  pulp,  which  gave  one of the most  intcuse  deck loadu that 

low f iyre ,   and if 8 cwt.  were taken  for  superload,  the  lateral  forces 
occurred. On the  other  hand,  2  cwt. per square  foot seemed a very 

were  approaching the  limit of safety,  the deck load  might  be the final 
would be  appreciably  increased,  and, where the stresses  on the wall 

stress which  caused the wall to move. He  bad  had experience of 
a  heavy  mass-concrete  wall  on  London  clay.  The  wall was  of extra- 
ordinarily  liberal  proportions in the  matter of width of base  com- 
pared  with  height, but  i t  moved fomard  bodily  directly  the  first 
superload  was  applied  after  heavy  rain. 

quays was felt more than ever  nowadays.  The fact  that  the  Panama 

to  the  ports of Liverpool and  Southampton, were already  dredged to 
Canal, the Ambrose  channel t o  New York, and  the channels  leading 

40 feet  depth of water, that  the Suez  Canal  was  being  dredged to  
436 feet,  and  that  the  harbours of Genoa,  Naples,  Colombo,  Singapore, 
Shanghai,  and  others wore being  arranged for quay-walls of 40 feet, 
indicated  that  such  deep-water quay-walls would be  more common 
in  the near future.  Thus  the problems  connected  with  their  con- 

difficulties of building  economically  quay-walls with 28 to 30 feet of 
struction deserved all the  attention of harbour-engineers. But if the 

water,  as a t  present,  were  great, the difficulties  increased in a  vcry 

that  by Mr. Wentworth-Sheilds, nhich  tended to  throw  light on 
rapid  ratio for a  depth of 40 feet.  Thus the  two  Papers,  particularly 

tunately,  the  puroly.mathematical  way of solving the problem  was 
a problem  still  somewhat  obscure, should  be  very welcome. Unfor- 

st,ruction  conjointly  with  perfect  stability.  From the  latter point 
not  sufficient, as the engineer  should  consider  economy of con- 

of view the results of experience  were  most  useful in enabling  safety 
and economy to be  combined  under the various  circumstances of 

founded  under  watcr,  and  having to  resist the pressure of a filling 
practice and local conditions.  Experience  bad  shown that,for a  wall 

an ordinary  retaining-wall  above  water-the  tendency of the wall 
complctely  saturated  with water-whatever might  be  the case for 

to slide  on its baso xas  always  much  more to be  feared  than  that 
of turning  over on its toe.  While  he  could  mention  many  striking 
Vxamples  of quay-walls . .  sliding  on  their foundations-and  one, 

Dr. LUIGI LUIGCI considered that  the necessity  for  deep-water DT. ~uiggi .  
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nr. Luiesi. uvhich lml happened in Naplrs, was disastron-t,hrrP wcrc not 
on record, a t  lcast in  Italy,  failures of quay-malls whi~:h had  turned 
about  their  toe  with  any  practical inconvenience. The  folloning 

sea, that  was, whcrc low water  might he 10 or 12 inches bclow 
observations  referred t,o rlnny-walls built  in an  almost t,ideless 

.%. I d ,  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . .  
SandyDoU- 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  .%,7dY' Z O ~ , , , . '  '::::: . .  

which  was initially as i n  Fi!g. 14, hut a s  the, rrsult nl nuhsrqurnt 

bcing  adopted for the greatcr part. The quay-wall was built o f  
rxprienre was slowly modilicd as in  J igs.  15, 16, 17, and 18: t,lw last, 

so as to leave  them  free t o  settla individually-and  founded 
conorctc bloclis superimposed vertically-i.c., without  lateral  bond, 
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a rubble  mound  resting  on a bottom of sand  mixed  with a small DT. Lnicgi. 

proportion of mud, so that  the  bottom was slightly compressible. 
To compensate fur forcsoen settlement, the rubble  foundation was 
made  somc 10 or 12  inches  highcr than indicated in  the plans.  When 
the concrcte blocks  were laid in place by floating  derricks, an  extra 

block \vas laid on top of each pile, in order to accelerate the  settle- 
ment of the rubble  mound and of the  sandy  bottom  underneath. 
The weight of the  extra block,  which was rcrnoved aftcr all 
settlement  had  stopped  (within G t,o 1 0  months), was practically 
equal to  the wcight of the maaonry  front wall t o  he bnilt  upon the 
concrete blocks. In that way practically all cracks  in  the  masonry 

wrre avoided,  and  its  front  prcscntcd i~ very neat aspect. During 
the settling of the concrete block3 the filling a t   the  back  was 
begun, and  that was always  completed  before the  extra block 
was taken  away.  Thus all movement,  vertical or horizontal, 
of each pile of concrete blocks was  completed  before  building 
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Dr. Luigei. the  masonry.  The filling consisted of quarry " Gleanings " (small 
stones, weighing less than 2 lbs.,  which  were not permissible in 
the rubble), and of earth,  The  small  stones,  and also  debris from 
buildings that were being demolished in the city, were reserved 
to form the backing  near the concrete  blocks.  The filling advanced 
towards the wall ( F i g .  15) and  thc  toe of the slope  pushed  first 
against the  bottom layers, and successively, as  the filling increased 
in  hcight,  against the upper  layers of blocks,  till the filling was about 
8 feet  above  mean sea-level. Under the horizontal  pressure of the 
filling the concrete  blocks  began to move  forward,  partly,  perhaps, 
sliding on the rubble  mound,  partly crufihing the  smdler stones of 

in a few cases, 12 inches. The  tendcncy to overturn was verysmall ; 
the mound ; that  movement was on the average 8 t o  10 inches, and, 

only 2 to 4 inc,hes.from top   to  toe. As expcriencc was gained, the 

following alterations were  mado in  thc plans.  Bctwcen the concrete 
blocks and  the filling (Fig.  l e ) ,  a backing of rubble  (stones  ranging 
from 10 Ibs. up  to such  weight as a man could  handle  easily) 
was lormed,  with a natural  dopc of about 45' : thcn  the filling brgan. 
The pressure of the filling actcd first on the  toe of the rubble  barking 
where the  latter was widest, and successively,  whcn t,he pres- 
sure of the filling was less, against  the  thinner  part of t,hc backing. 
That modification of the original  plan  gave  excellent  results,  as the 
horizontal  movement of the wall practically  ceased,  only a few  inchcs 
being  observed (Pig .  IF). The  rotating  movemrnt also  diminished 
considerably,  and  thcre only  remained  t,ho  vertical settlement of the 
structure,  due  partly,  as  already a d ,  to crushing of thc cornera 
of the rubble  foundation,  and  partly to   the  natural compression 
of the  sandy  bottom  underneath.  Later, t o  diminish  t,he pressure 
on the toe of the pile, where the crushing of the rubble  was more 
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to be  fcared, the  bottom concrete  block was laid  some 20 inches D T . L U ~ ~ ~  

was  encountered.  The wall, which before had  had  a  tendency  to 
forward of the  front line (Fig.  17), but t,hen  another difficulty 

slide and  turn  forvards, nom had a tendency t o  overturn  inwards, 
partly  due  to the weight of the rubble  backing,  which,  com- 

the friction  against the  back of the concrete blocks, thus  helping 
pressing the  sandy  bottom, devolopcd a pull  downwards  owing t o  

their  inward  movement. All trouble ceased when a wider  block 
was adopted  for  the  bottom  layer, as in Pig. 18, which design 
gave  always  excellent  results.  The whole structure settled some 
4 to 6 inches owing to  the compressible soil and slight  crushing of 

been  no  more  sliding or overturning  worth  speaking of. Thcoretical 
the  sharper  points of the stones of the rubble  mound,  but  there  had 

calculations  and  practical experience had  dmwn  that  that was 

Fig. 19. 

tho  most  convenient and economical section of quay-wall to be 
adopted  under the local  conditions of Italian ports. It,s cost, 
bofore the xar, was about 1,500 lire  per  linear  metre ; practically 
f20 per linear  foot, at the normal ratc of exchange. Now, with thc 
gcneral  increase in   pr ic~s  and fluctuation of exchange,  no such 
conlparison  could  bc  made. 

happened in Venice at the new “ Calata di Ponente.” The  quay- 
Another, and more  interesting,  esample of diding of qnay-walls 

wall (Fig. 19) was formed  by a substructure of reinforced-concrete 

lighter than coment  concrete, and  by a superstructure of mssonry 
caissons,  nearly 35 feet  deep, filled a i t h  pozzolana  concrete, rathor 

about 9 feet above  water.  The caissons had  flat  bottoms,  and  rested 
on a layer of marl.  The  backing was formed  mainly  with fine sand 
from  the dredgers and rubbish from demolished  buildings, the  latter 
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Dr.Lniggi. he,ing especially resorvcd for  the  hack of the caissons. The wall 
resisted quite wcll till all the umrl; was ncilrly finished, hllt whcn 
locomotives hrgan t,o run on the newly forrnod surface  behind the 
wa, l l , son~~ lnovrnlent  forward was noticed,  increasinz week by we,&, 
pnpwially in  the  centre of the wall. This  moveincnt was evidently 
dne to  the filling cansing  t,he  wall t o  slide on the mart. I t  was 
stopped hy  taking a r a y  rapidly  some filling a t   the  hack,  driving 
reinforced-concrete pilw in  front  and  agaiust  the  toe of the missonx, 
and finishing the surface with  rubble  stone, which caused  lnncll less 
prcsmre. 

A t,llinl example-the most remarkable,  and  perhaps  uniqur in thc 

Naples, where a whole  side of the dock slid inwards  under  the 
history of harbour cnginccring-happened to  the graving-dock n f  

pressure of the outside  water and of the newly-formed filling. The 
graving-dork  had been built  in  the  open harbour, under water, hy 
nwaw of floating camprrssrtl-air caifisong. That wa,s a mrthod of 
ronstruction  very  murh  in vogue in  It,aly,  whirh  hr had appl id  (or 
the first tinle  in Clrnoa, t o  the t,wo graving-dockn built in 1847-02, 
and x7hich later  on was applied t o  thr graving-docks of Palermo nnrl 
Naplr~?,  and  recently  in Venice. All the concrct,e  shell of t,hr Nsplen 

littlr pm-dation hcing  noticrd,  just as had l m n  the rase wit,h the 
graving-dock m.as finialred in 1908, the nat,er was pumped out, very 

t,hrrr  graving-docks of Grnoa and I’alermo, md i.llus t,hr work- 
men Brgan thr  rwr,bnxnt wit,ll ashlar  and granit,e, without. any 
misgiving. A t  thc mme t i m o  t h r  filling orrt,side the  graving~dork 
was l~roccerling  regularly by  tipping  the  earth  into  the wat,cr, and  thn 
hoc of thc filling was approaching and rising  littale by little  against 

time: and no  sign of movomcnt was noticed. However, ono night 
thc eastern  side wall of the graving-dock. All went well for  some 

the eastern  sidc  gave  way  quite  suddenly,  n+hut  any  warning, 
and was pnahed hodily forward, sliding  along the invert of the  dork 
till i t  came t o  rest  against  its  inner western side.  The enorrnons 
block of concrete put  in motion,  ahont 400 feet long, 30 f e c t  high 
and 15 feet wide a t   the  hottom,  broke  in several pieces, hu t  
each pircc rnovnd rcmaincd  almost vcrtical. Happily, t h n  acridcnt 
took place a t  night,  when  no  one was a t  work  insidr the graving~ 
dor,k,  otherwisn a terrible loss of life  would havr takcn place. l‘hc 
sketch (Fig.  1 0 )  gavn an irira. of t,lle. relat,ivo positions of t,hr sidn 
wall bdorr  and aft,cr  sliding. ‘l‘hc m u s c  of the accident must 
hsvr  hem  that  thr prcssurc o f  water outside,  with t,llat of son,,: 

invert  and  the  side wall founded on i t ;  pressure was then 
of the  earth filling, began t o  cause a small  fissure  between the 

developed, which had a tendency to augment thr  fissure and t o  
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detach completely the side  wall from  the  invert. Then the Dr.Luiggi. 

water  and  mud, passing underneath  the  side wall,  lifted it and 
moved i t  bodily  forward,  causing the wall to  slide  along the 
invert,  till it stopped almost.vertically against  the  other side. 
This  remarkable  example of 
a wall sliding on its founda- 
tions  strengthened  his opinion 
that  the sliding of quay- walls 
was more to  be  feardd than 
overturning. 

Having given  these  preliminary 
items of personal  experience,  he 
wished to  state his concurrence 
with  all the remarks  made  by 
Mr. Wentworth-Sheilds  about 
the forces to  be  taken  into 
account when  calculating the 
stability of a  -quay-wall. He 
considered that  the formula for 
calculating the horizontal  prcs- 
sure of the filling was quite 8 
safe,  provided  some  discrimina- -5 
tion was made  about  the  value 

t4 

of these  factors,  namely, W, the 
weight  per unit of backing, 
and +, its angle of repose. 
From  experiments  made  by 
him  on  the usual materials  for 
filling - earth, sand, gravel, 
debris of demolish.ed  masonry, 
debris of quarries,  rubble,  ctc. 
-their  angle of repose might 
range  from 45" t o  35" when 
out of water;  but, when they 
were  deposited  under  water,  and 
had become  completely satu- 
rated,  their  angle of repose 
diminished, and  earth, especially 
if cont,aining  much  clay,  might  rest  only at  an' angle of 20". In 
order t o  c,ause the  least possible  pressure  against the  back of the  quay- 
wall, it was necessary-at least,  just  near  the wall-to employ a 
material like, for  instance,  rubble,  with  the  largest possible  angle 
of repose (45"), and  at  the  same  time of such a nature  that it 
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Dr. Luisb'i. lost  weight greatly when  immersed  in  water. Rubble of calcareous 

air,  and 62 Ibu. whon  immersed iu  water.  His oxperience with 
nature, as obtained  in Genoa, weighed 99 lbu. per cubic foot in 

calcareous  stone of a  slaty  nature, as in Genoa, and of a crystal- 
line  nature, as in Leghorn, and with their  sands or crushed  ballast, 
had given the following  results :- 

By using Rankine's  formula, as suggxtcd by Mr. Wentworttl- 
Shcilds, hot slightly modified thus 

as i t  was adopted  usually on the Continent, the influence of 
the angl-lo of repose r$ and of the weight W of the back filling was 
shown more clearly. The results  indicated that  the pressure P 
decreased slowly wiih W ,  but more rapidly  with an incronso  of +, 
dcmonstraiing  the  importance of using  rubhle  stone for the bac,king 
imrncdiatclynear  the wall. The resistance of the quay-wall  depended 
mainly on its weight, thus rendering the use of Portland  cemont 
concreto blocks sdvisable  in  preference to pozcolse~ coucrete 
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blocks, as used for economy in  Italy, where  pozzolana was most Dr.Luiggi. 

abundant.  In  the calculations the immersed part of t,he wall, 
which lost  weight in proportion to  the  nater displaced,  should 
always  be  differentiated  from the  part which was always  above 
water. As to  the effect of the pressure of the water in  front 
ana  at the beck of the quay-wall, i t  might  bc  assumed that 
they balanced  each  other  (except  in places  where the range of 
tide was considerable), as with  the  type of quay-wall usod in 
Italy,  the  water passed  easily through  the  rubble, or between the 

Where  the wall rested on a rubble  foundation the safe  pressure 
open  joints of the concrete blocks, from  the  front to  the back. 

at   the  toe should not  be more than 3 to 3& tons  per  square  foot, 
as experience  showed that,  with a heavier  pressure, thc nall had 
a tendency to overturn  on  ita  toe  by  crushing  the  rubble 
foundatiou.  When  snch  results of experieuce were kept  in vicw, 
Illr. Wcnt,worth-Sheil~s's conclusions could be  accepbcd as cornbiuing 
safety  with economy. 

Paper  appeared t o  deal  with  the forces t o  be  sustained  by a 

the quay was in use. There  might,  however,  be  cases  where a 
quay-wall  when the construction of the wall  was completc and 

quay-wall  could  be  constructed in  the  dry, either in a trench, 
leaving the necessary  excavat,ion in  the  front of the wall to be 

forming the  berth  had been  completed. I n  either  circumstance 
done after  the wall was built, or in  the open,  after the excavation 

the wall might  have to   act  for some  considerable time a3 all 

in  front of it. A wall migl$ be so designed that   i t  was perfectly 
ordinary  retaining-wall,  without the assistance of water-pressure 

stable  under  the  forces  exerted  by  the  water-pressure  in  front 
of it,  the pressure of the  earth at the back,  aud  its own weight, 
assuming that water  did not get  under  the wall arlcl that  t h e  backing 
wag dry.  Even  should  water  get  under  the wall and rise to  the 6auie 

the wall and  the filling behind i t   to  be  water-borne, the  stability 
level a t  the  back of the wall as at the front,  thereby  causing  part of 

of the wall might  not  be  endangered ; but should the as11 he  called 
upon to  act as a retaining-wall  with  no  water.pressure in  front of 
it,  the  stability might be seriously  endangered.  Thus a wall that  

it was  designed might  have to pass through a period of dangerous 
was quite  stable  when called  upon t o  carry  out  the  duties  for which 

instability, unless the conditions  during  construction were taken 
into consideration  and allowed for in  the design. 

With  regard to Mr. Latham's rernarkv about  driving  searfed 
timber piles, l t r  Meek would be glad t o  know  whether the ateel 

Mr. J. B. L. MEEK rrmarked  that Mr. mentwortll-Sllcilds's Mr. Meek. 
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Dlr. Meek. plates were countersunk so as t o  be flush with the sides of the pilev, 
or wllcthcr thc plat,cs pmjcctcd  their  thickncss of 1 inch hgyond 
the sides of tlle piles ; also the  nature of the ground  inwhich  these 
scarfed piles had been driven. 

Nr.Portor. itfr. E. W. PoRTEn, bring  much  interested in  the  subject oppor- 
tunely raised by Mr. Welltmortll-Sheilds, wishcd t o  snppurt  Ilia 

suggestion that The Inst,itutiun  should collect data. It apilwred 
very  desirable that members  should be inTited to supply  informa- 
tion, 011 lines  formulated by a committee,  relative t o  the design of 
quay-walls under their charge, and  to  state  the conditions  under 
which they had been  constructed,  with  details of any failures  t,llat 
had occurred, and of the remedies adopted.  There could be  no 
doubt  that  the ahscnce of a general  agreement  among m,' wuccrs, 
with  the  important desirability of safety  always in view, WAY 

rwponsible in some ~:asea for undue  capital  expenditure, as a result 
of the urwatisfactory  nature of current  solutions of the problems 
involved,  which  induced  them  first t o  prepare calculations, and 
thrn t u  trust  to experience. He observed that  the Author Ivad 
not mentioned,  nndcr " Devices for Stabilizing Walls,". benring-, 
or kt:ying-pilcs, and  sheet-piling a t  the toe, as a Ipreventative against 
sliding. It would be  interesting t o  hear whe,tber the Authur ha<l 
met wit11 examples of walls built on, or iuto, bearing-piles of 
timber or reinforced uoncrcte which  Lad iailecl ill one wny or 
another.  Another  means, which  no doubt t,he Author  bad  triad, 
for lessening t h e  lateral pressure of backing, wi~s  the removal 
of backing and thc  suhtitution of selected material with a steeper 

points of interest. V'hilc, gcncrally  .speaking, the various forces 
angle of repose. Examples and. results of such a device  might  raise 

and resistancrs were similar for a gravity  section  and for one 
of the type  sucl~ as reinforced  concrete lent itself to ,  it was 

the horizontal  inward  forces  would  be  tlle  pressure of a ship 
conceivable that  in  the  latter  an  item  for considcrstiun  among 

in  an  on-shore wind agaiwt  the  quay. The  present-day ncces- 
sity for vortical quay-faces, the consequent  severer effect of 
proprllcr-scour,  and any subsequent  disturbance of thc conl- 
pactness of the ground at   the  toc of a wall by dredging,  all 
affected materially the itenln DI, D2, and  U3, enumerated in  the 
Paper. Quay-walls under Mr. Porter's charge had  suffered  by 
the acauring effect of vessels' propellers. Uats  collected by The 
Inytitution would no doubt comprise  profitable details  bearing 

mid-slip  section  taking  the ground in close proximity t o  the  toe 
on that question and also on the effect of vevsels of very  square 

of a quay-wll. 
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Mr. A. H. ROBERTS observed that,  in  addition  to  those m. Boberts. 
uncertainties of the  factors governing the  stability of a wall 
which related  to  the  quality of the  clay or other  material upon 
which the wall was founded,  there was another  matter  to which 
reference  should  be made,  namely, the permanence of the  quality 
of the  foundation. A wall might  be  founded  upon  very  hard 
clay,  but  in  the course of years the clay, if it was covered  with 
water, as in  the case of a dock  foundation,  might become so 
penetrated  by  the water as to  be softened to  a degree  which quite 
altered its value  from the point of view of stability. He knew 
of one  dock,  built  about 60 years  ago,  where the  foundation 
had been  carried  very  little below the  bottom of the dock,  since 
i t  was in very  hard,  stony  clay.  The  bottom of the dock 
had now become  softened to  a material degree, and Mr. Went- 
worth-Xheilds’s factor B2 (lateral  resistance of earth  in  front of 
the  toe)  had become quite valueless. As a consequence,  when it 
became  necessary  recently to  erect  travelling  cranes  on  the  quay, 
it was considered  essential t o  pile under  the  back  rail of the crane, 
as the wall had  already,  in  past  years,  required to  be  tied  back,  and 
no further  tax could  be put  upon  its  stability.  There was no doubt 
that  when the water of a  dock  stood  for  long periods it tended  to 
alter  the  quality of the  bottom,  and every  dock-wall  should.  be 
carried  deep enough to  secure a permanently  hard  foundation. 

very  old question, and  both showed how little  real  advance  had been 
made,  in  recent years, in  the  improvement of designs  for  deep-water 
quays.  Probably in no  branch of civil  engineering had  there been 
less  progress during  the  last 30 or 40 years than  in  the design and 
construction of maritime works  generally,  including  deep-water 
quays. He considered that  to be  true,  broadly  speaking,  although 
of course many  variations  in  details  had been  introduced,  chiefly 
owing to  the use of reinforced  concrete. The difficulties  were 
inherent  in  all  deep-water works, but if the  Papers should  lead to  
renewed interest  and  further  detailed research in connection with 
the subject, they would have  served  a useful  purpose.  Referring 
to  condition A1 in Mr. Wentworth-Sheilds’s Paper  (the  lateral 
pressure of the backing and of the  water behind the wall), if 
the filling or backing, whether it was sand or.  rubble, or other 
suitable  material, was permanently  water-borne,  with the  water 
say  at  the  same level (tidal or otherwise) at  the  back of the wall as 
at  the  front (assuming, of course, an impervious  watertight wall), 
then it would  be fair  to assume the pressure to  be  that  due to  the 
water, plus the water-borne  weight of the backing,  minus  a  percentage 

Mr. A. XCOTT thought  that  the  two  Papers brought  forward a Dlr. Soot[. 
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Mr. Scott. for voids. The  conditioas  and problems met  with  in  actual  practice 
were so varicd that  lmrdly any  two cases aould he exactly  alike, 
and  it was absolntcly  necessary to treat each  individual  case  inde- 
~midently.  The collation of trustworthy  data, especially from 

i t  would be  diiticnlt to  lay down  general and reliable rules  on the 
experinlcnts  on a largo  scale,  would  be useful and intcrcst,ing, but 

tions  aplpared  in  some cases to be  unsatisfactory, i t  was most 
subject, even if such xere desirable. Even if the results of calcnla- 

important  that young  engineers  should  be trained to make a careful 
analysis and solution, by calculations and diagrams, of every  case, 
taking  into  account  the  exact conditions and forces  relating  thereto 
so fa r  as t h y  might  be known.  Afterwards, if the cnginecr, \vit,ll 
the complete  investigations  beforr him,  dccillcd to make allo\vanccs 
on tile  side of safety, well and good. 

Mr. Latham’s  Paper  might more corrcctly hsve been entitlrd 

terminology used was somewhat equivocal, and rather loosely 
Deepwater l’icrs and  Jetties,” or “ Deel~-wstcr Wlurves.” The 

employed.  The words jetty  and  quay were used  for the same 
structure. It \vas very  desirable that  the nomcnclature or  
tcmlinolog used  should  be  exact and  that  it  slunk1  descrilx 
adequately  the  structure  under discussion, so as t o  convey a definite 
idea of its  construction.  The  term “ quay ” was generally  applied 
to a solid,  continuous,  marginal  structure,  more or lcss parallel 
to $he sea-shore, or to  the banks of a river, or to   the  sides oi 
basins or docks,  with a solid backing or filling behind it. Such 
a quay  might also be  .termed a marginal  vharf-wing the word 
“wharf ” as a general term for any berth, in  any position, at 
which vessels or cargoes might  be loaded or unloaded. A pier or 
jetty  might  be used as a wharf, and generally  as so used ; 
but  neither a pier  nor a jetty should, strictly  speaking,  be  termed 
a quay. As t o  what  depth  should  constitute  an  up-to-date deep- 
watcr  quay, i t  was rather difficult t o  suggest a limit, but when 
designed t o  provide  accommodation for large modern ocean-going 
cargo-vessels,  looking to   the  necessity for economy in handling 
and  despatch,  the  depth alongside the  quay should  not  be  placed 
at less than 30 feet at low water,  nlmtever  the rise of tide  might 
be. The  Thames was particularly  deficient in   that  respect ; pro- 
bably  there were not  more  than ono or two  bcrths (not quays) 
above  Tilburywith a depth of 30feet at lowwater,apartfrom  the 
docks. He was of opinion that  in a first-class port it should, if 
possible,  be laid  down as a  general rule that  large ocean-going  vessels 
should  be  able,  fully  loaded, t o  go alongside the quays at  any  state 
of the tide.  They  should never take  the ground. It did not seem 

“ 
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practicable, or desirable, t o  have  any  settled policy on design,  because Mr. Soott. 

the class of construction which  would  be adopted  in  any  particular 
case  might  depend  upon  many things-requirements, class of 
freight t o  be  handled,  the  traffic  and  the  equipment  and loads 
t o  be  carried,  situation  and  nature of the ground, and  total first 
cost, etc. Open  pilcd  work was seldom used for permanent 
quay-works, but  for piers, jetties, or wharves it vas eminently 
suitable.  Timber  had  such a short life a t  most  places abroad 
that i t  could not be economically  used  even for piers. For 

advisable to  install  works which  would have a longer life than 25 
purely  commercial undertakings i t  might  not  be  economical or 

construction for piers or jetties,  their economic advantages as 
or 50 years. In considering the undermentioned different types of 

regarded speed of construction and cheapness in total first  cost 
might  be placed  roughly in  the following  order :- 

(l) Timber  piled  work. 
(2) Reinforced-concrete  piled work. 
(3 )  Cylinder  construction. 
(4) Walls of various  types  with solid filling  bphind,  including 

block N a b  ; walls wit,h substructures of concrcta 
ordinary  mass-concrete  and  masonry wdls ; concrete 

caissons ; and malls constructed of reinforced-concrete 
trestlo and slab work, with solid backing. 

This classification would probably  have to  be  varied  beyond a 
certain  limit of width in the pier. For quays,  and for very wide 
piors, walls and solid filling were  generally the most satisfactory 
class of construction,  and  for  a  moderately  long  life  they  were the 
cheaper in the end. 

by oue intimately concerned in  the const,ruction of docks and deep- 
water quays might  prove to  he  not without  interest,  he  ventured 

forms of reinforced-concrete  construction, and expressed the view 
to  take  part in this discussion. Mr. Latham referred to  two 

that  there  appeared  to be  no settled policy on questions of 
design. If i t  could  be demonstrated beyond  question that  with 

structed in such  a  w+y that sea-water  could  not  percolate  through the 
reasonable  precautions  reinforced-concrete  structures could be  con- 

concrete to  the  steel,  the  doubts of many engineers as to  the  dura- 
bility of reinforced  concrete would be  removed. That consideration 
might  in  some  measure  account for the  apparent  lack of agreement on 
questions of design  referred to  by Mr. Latham, in that some  engineers 
thought i t  desirable to  take additional  precautions  by  way of 

Mr. L. J. SFEIGAT remarked that,  in  the hope that observations Mr. 
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im. s&ht. surrounding piles below L.W.O.S.T., t , l~at  was t,o say whcrc suhsrquent 
close observation was impossible, to mort that  contingmcy. Quitc 
recently Mr. Speight  had come across  a rase wherc thr  reiniorcemcnt 
in concrete  piles was provided  with 2 inches of covcr-tho cxplmw 
tion givcn by  the designcr  being that   i t  was ncccssary t o  have 
additional cover in marine  work t o  prevent  percolation of water 
to  the steel.  Greater  risk of percolation  arosc in those  members of 
a structure which  were pre-cast ; for example, piles and under-Tvater 
bracing.  Cnlcss the utmost  care were taken, excmsivc  bending 
momentswere  set up inthe process  of hoisting and pitching reinforced- 

serious nature. If, added to  that ,  there were severe driving t,llrouglr 
concreto piles, causing  cracks in the concrete of a more or less 

hard  strata where a given depth of penetration, as opposcd to “srt,” 
of the pile was required, i t  mould be  seen that  there was justification 
for doubt  as  to  whether  water uTould not percolate to  the steel, the 
tendency to percolation  being  greater  as the  depth of water  increased. 
The  increase beyond  normal  thickness of cover t o  steel in the case 
of pro-cast  members  would  not  provide  greater  protection of t,he rein- 
forcement,  but an the contrary it was harmful,  in  that  the concrete 
would certainly  fracture more  readily  in  handling ; and expe,rience 
of driving piles with  varying  t,hicknesse of conrrete covcr Lad 
proved  conclusively that vibration tine to t,he driving  had cansad the 
cover to shell off when it excocded ahout a inch in  thickness. In 
cases of open-piled structures, whcrc t l x  diepth of watrr exceeded 
about 18 feet  at L.W.O.S.T.  some form of lateral stiffening was 
desirable.  Pre-cast  reinforced-roncret,e  bmcing fixed under  water 
with sleeve  connection? was very  costly  and would appear to be 

the degree of success attained in fixing. The cylinder  method of 
unsatisfactory, having regard to  the element of uncertainty as t o  

construction  eliminated the necessity of bracing, in  that  self- 
supporting column.! were substituted for open  piling.  The  difficulty 
experienced in executing  cylinder  forms of construction occurred 
in  the portion of the work below  L.W.O.S.T. Of the  two  methods 

use of temporary  cylindrical  moulds was, in his  opinion,  likely 
of cylinder  construction  referred to in Mr. Latham’s  Paper,  the 

t o  produce the  hetter  result, because if the moulds were sub- 
sequently stripped-as they should be-any defects  .in  the  opera- 
tion of depositing the concrete  under  water  became  apparent 
and could  be  rectified. If the moulds mere not  stripped, or in 
cases  where  pre-cast  reinforced-concrctc tubes u.ere used with the 
object of forming  part of the cylinder  construction,  there -.ere no 
means of ascertaining the degrco of success attained  in  the very 
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important  operation of depositing the concrete core. In  cases whpre m .  Speight. 
in  the design of the work the  interior pilw  were in close proximity 
to  the  face of the cylindcr,  consideration  should  be  givcn to  the 
question of accurate  driving of the piles ; otherwise i t  might  be 
found impossible to encircle them  with  the mould (or tubes) of the 
required  diameter.  The  depth to  which the cylinders  should  pene- 
trate  into  the bed of the river  should  not be less than 3 feet-regard 
also  being had  to  the  nature of the  strata,  the angle of repose of 
the  matcrial  and  its  tendency to  '' draw  down " under thc influence 

vessels  were  moored  alongside, particularly where  a vessel's hull 
of scour,  which was increased in  force a t   the  periods during which 

was in close proximity  to  the bed of the river. In one  case  within 
his knowledge the lower  ends of the cylinders  were  subsequently 
exposed by  the drawing  down and scouring of the slope, with the 
result that   the cylinders in question  were  suspended  above the 

surrounding the cylinders should  be excavated  and  made up with 
ground. It was desirable that  the bed of the river in the area 

concrete  bag-work, to  prevent  any possible  leakage of concrete  from 
the inside of the cylinder  during the operation of concreting, care 
being taken  that no  obstructions  were  left  on the bed of the river 
likely to  cause  damage to  vessels lying alongvide the  jetty. Seeing 
that  the  stability of that  type of structure  depended  largely  upon 
having solid concrete  cylinders,  precautions taken  to  attain  that 
end  should  be of a  positive  nature.  His  experience was that  the 

the core  was  carried  out  uninterruptedly  from the  start  to a miuimnnl 
highest  degree of success was attained when the process of depositing 

height  above L.W.O.S.T. Theconcrete should  be  deposited through 
a light  steel  water-tight tube fitted  with  a  water-tight  foot-valve 
operated  from  above,  the  top of the  tube being fitted with a hopper 

length that  when the foot-valve  rested on the bottom of the cylinder 
into which the concrete  could  be  fed  rapidly. The  tube was  of such 

concrete  could he  fed  into  the hopper  above the level of the water. 
The  number of tubes to  be  used r a s  governed by  the size of the 
cylinder, the  quantity of concrete to  be  placed, and  the  time available 

and lowering of the  tube, which, at the commencement, was raised 
between  tides. Suitable arrangements were  made for  rapid lifting 

so that  the  foot-valve was above  the level of the  water.  The  foot- 
valve  was opened to  release any  water  from  the  tube  and  then closed, 
after which the  tube was filled with  rich  semi-dry concrete. The  tube, 
with  hopper  attached, was next lowered into  thecylinder  and allowed 
to  rest  on the  bottom,  after which the  valve was opened.  The tube 
was then  gently  lifted a few  inch? and the concrete flowed away 

0 2  
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W. Fpeiehi. from t,he foot,. llIorc material was thcn fcrl into  the Iloplwr at the 
t,op. The great,& care was nc,crssary in  the  ~nanipulation rrf t,he 
t,ube t,o prevont the loss of the concrctc ” priming.” The  top of t,he 
ronvrrte in the t,ubc shonlcl br. visible throughout. If for any rcason 
thr charge in  the  tube wcre lost, the tube should be immediatcly 
withdrawn  and recharged with  t,he  foot-valve above water-levcl. 
The deposited  concreto should be  disturbed as little as possible, and 
ramming or tamping should not be  resorted  to. Whcro circumstancos 
had neccvsitated the opcrations  being  suspended boforc reaching 
L.1V.O.S.T. it had generally been found on subscqucnt e~nmination 
t,hat a crust  had been  iorrned varying  in  depth  up  to several inches 
ovrr the area of the cylinder and consisting of a soft, greasy sub- 
dance somewhat of the consistmcy  and  appearance of glnzirr‘s 

and mixing  with  suspended  matter in  the water,  and  then being 
putt,y. This was probably  duo to  cement rising from the concrctc 

dcpmited as a film over the  top of the concrrte. Wherr that, 

mrncing conrrct,ing. It would be secn t,hnt the optvations vcre 
ormrred  t,l~c surfnrc had  to be ihoronghlp cleaned bcfore reram- 

romparat,ivrly  costly,  but whcrc care was taken, R~UCCPSS \vould lic 
achicred and dmnonshtcd on the renloval of t h r  temporary 6 t d  
cylindrical  moulds (if u s d ) ,  when thr  face of the cylindcr  \rnukl 
presrnt t,o the t,om.h a smoot,h, hard surface. The cost of main- 
tenance of reiniorced~concrrte works  arising  out of ordinary usago 
 as negligible in comparison  with timber  and  iron strur:tnr%?,  whilst 
damage  caused by collision was confined to a much smallrr area, so 
h t ,  although thr  unit cost of rcinforced  concrete was highcr than 
that  of timber or structural  ironwork,  the  total  cost of rcpairu was 
likely t,o be less. 

not slways receive  t,he  consideration it merited. In  thc case of a 
The  system of fenrlering, which was a point of importance,  did 

large &hip wit,h horizontal and vertical  orrrlapping seams ia the 
hull-plates,  considerable damage was caused to  fendrring  by t h e  
lipping of the projecting-plates  where thc  vessel wa8 bcariug 
against the  structure d i l s t  being movrd, or when  lifting  and 
falling mit,h the tido. The  most common  practice was to provide 
vertical  fenders  only,  spaced a t  comparatively wide intervals. 
Where  fendering was so designed he  had  found that large  ships 
caused excessive wear and  tear,  resulting  in  the  deatruction  not 

tures, of the piles to which they were attached.  Fendering  should 
only of fenders, but also, particularly in  the case of timber struc- 

he arranged  with  both  vertical  and horizontal mcrnhers, and in such 
a may that  the main members wcro horizontal and  not more than 
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4 feet  apart vertically, with  convex  rubbingface3  projecting  about Xr.Speicht 

2 inches in  front of the verticals, which reinforced the bolts of the 
horizontal  menlborj  in raisting  the tendency of a vessel to wrench 
off the horizontal  fenders by  its  vertical  movements. In such an  
arrangement  lateral movemltnt oi a v e d  bearing  against t h e  
structure could be effected without  lipping,  as  clearance was pro- 
vided for the  vertical scan1 of the plate3 i n  a vessel’s hull, whilst 
the edges of the convex  horizontal fenriera, being  clear of the line of 
projecting seams, would allow the vessel to rise and fall frwly with the 
tide. Owing t u  its tough fibrous mttnre,  Canadian rock e h ,  altllough 
costly, was probably the most wonomical  timber t o  uqr for that 

attached  directly t o  the nuin  structure.  Intermediate Insking 
purpose. Tlw h a t  remlts were obtained w11an the fandurs were 

alt.ogetlm if possibllu, as i t  entailed  %tic  nse of longer  bolts, which, 
br tmen  the main  structure  and  the fendurs  should be avoided 

ac%ingaslcrers, uccentuatedsrlcl~strninsas wcre set upin  thefcnders. 
With rcgard t o  thcmethod of nworiug vc~selu illustrated  in Figs. S 01 

dilticulties  arising from tidal variation could ha considerably lessellrd 
Mr. Latlmn’s Paper, he  rrllturerl t o  express the opinion that the 

by  arranging Iongm ‘’ springs ”. In  the illstance  illustrated t l k c  
springs  might be led f rom the  starboard bow and starboard quarter 

a t  several wharvev that  such a method was movt uua l ly  adoptcd. 
to   the  s t e r ~ l  and sicnl dolpllin bollards  respectively. Hc had noted 

disal,pointioy, for altl~ou$l  entitled ‘’ Deep-Water Quays,  General 

t o  considerations of the design of a limited  character of jetty f u r  
Cunsiderationa of Design,” a perusal of it S ~ O U Y K ~  it t o  be colltiued 

special cargoes. Both designs dealt with in the l’aper appeared to 
coutemplat~e a class of jetty for use  with cargoes capable of being 
pumped  ashore,  such as oil and so on ; for tllo deck of the  Thames 

leaving 110 rooul either for cargo that uiust be railed or that  must be 
Haven  jetty was only 13 fcct wide  (excelit at t he   t no  dolphin enda), 

stored, exccpt ill YO far as it might be practicablc for such mrgo to  

from h a t c h  to  shore.  Indeed, in  the cas8 of the sccond jetty 
be carried along a I ~ I T O X  gangway for a distance of some 100 yards 

dealt  with, t,llere would appear to be no provision for bringing any 
given hatch  np t u  tlie narrow, ncccssiblc end of tlw jetty. Assuming, 

application  tlmn  the  limited  one  indicated  above, Mr. I1atha~n’s 
llowrver, thnt the Palm was intended to be of more general 

remarlis: as t o  the  most economical  design of structure a d  ay to 
berthing  facilities  migllt lit: read \+.it11 int,crcst. 1lea:mns nlwe 
offered for  a reilifor~ed-cotlcrcte system o I  piling so subatantin1 

Sir PNAKCIS SPI~IKO had found Mr. Lathanl’s Paper soluewhst ~;r~;;,~~*s 
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~ i r  ~ ~ r n c i r  that  tlin structure should  not suffer over-mm11 frnm the consequences 
of bumping  during  bcrthing  operations.  Undoubtedly, the inevit- 
able  bumping sooner or later caused cracks-perhaps at tirst  only 
hair-crack.-which, at least  in  salt  water, could not  but lead,  sooner 

reinforcement. Because of the occurrence of such  cracks  during 
or later, to  the corrosion, and  thc consequent swelling,  of the steel 

the  ~rocess  of mooring, or due somet.imes perhap  to  “range,” 
Sir Iiraucis  Spring  had  found i t  necessary, in tropical  waters, to 
eschew tl~n use, at  least  for  fenders, of 14-inch  reinforced-concrete 
p i l a  having 1: to 2 inches of tine  concrete  overlying the Eteel 
ntinforcemcnt, and  tosuhstitutclong  tirnbcr,wit~hullits  $isadvantages 
in  the  form of susceptibility to  nttaak  by  teredo  and  other pests,  t,he 

museum  in the  ht i tut ion  prcmix-a most  instruct,ive  exhibit. 
evil  results of which  were so well illustrated  by  thc specimens in  the 

appear  to be offered by a system of stcel cylinders  surrounding the 
I n  Sir Francis Spring’s  opinion the maximum  advantage would 

strong  concrete,  sent down in  tubes, or ‘’ tremies.”  The  containing 
]>re-driven  pile or piles, the space  between  being filled with fine and 

cylinders would at least last for a  few  years ; but even if they were 
designed for  removal after  the filling  should have  set,  it  ought  to 
take a good deal of bumping  before  cracks could penetrate so far 
into the comparatively  substantial  concrete filling as   to  corrode 
the reinforcing  bars in  the contained pile. As pointed out by Mr. 
Lstham,  an  alternative  to  the scheme of sheathing was t o  slip  short 
reinforced-concrete  cylinders  over the piles and  to fill the  spare 
between  with  strong concrete. With  that  system  the reinforcement 
i n  the  outer cy!inders was certain t o  get  corroded through  inevitable 
cracks, but  the  interlying  concrctc would  be found  substantial 

salt  water t,o the reinforcenient in  the  interior  pile or piles. In  
enough t o  prevent-at least  for  quit,e a long time-access of 

sheaths were used, or permanent  cylinders of reinforced  concrete, 
neither case, whether  permanent or temporary  cylindrica 

would i t  be wise to  make  the individual  cylinders too high,  because 
i t  would  be  desirable, in order to  prcvcnt 110ll0ws in  the concret,o 
filling, for divers to  ram  the concrete, as i t  fell from  the  tubc, so that 
all interstices  should  be  thoroughly filled. His experience of the 
difficulties attendant  on  ilie rises and falls of tides, and  their  effect 
on  shore  and  breast-ropes  and  springs,  had beon  confined to  tidal 
effects in seas offering only a 3- t o  B-foot tide. It was easy t o  sea, 
llowever, that  attention  to  such  mnttcrs, when  tides weFe four 01 

it must Le difficult t o  ensure such  care, at all  hours of the  day  and 
fivc t i n w  t,llose hei&s, was of consilicrablc importance,  and  that 

night, as should  prcclurl~: considerahl(t damage to gear  which, 

SliriW. 
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especially  nowadays,  cost a good deal of money. It remained to  !;rzF 
be  seen  whether  engineering and nautical  ingenuity  might  not  yet 
avail  for  the design of a  satisfactory mooring system  that  might 
be  trusted  to look after  itself, regardless of tides.  With  respect 
to  the sca.rfing ‘of long  timber piles, he  thought  he  had  men- 
tioned  already,  in  another  Paper,  that his own practice was to  
butt-end-not to  scarf-such piles,  fishing them  by means of 15-foot 
lengths of double-headed  rail,  Iaid  flat  along  all four sides and  bolted 
through  the webs with  two or three  bolts  above  and the  same below 
the  butt  joint. Piles so jointed  could  be  driven  without  risk of 
shivering at   the joint. He  had jointed  long,  heavy,  reinforced- 
concrete piles in a  similar  manner, the bolt-holes having previously 
been left when the piles  were  being cast. At the end of his Paper, 
Mr. Latham referred to  the serious damage  likely to  be caused to  
s>hips’ bottoms,  and  to  the periodic  soundings  necessary, if the sea- 
bed on which  a vessel rested-if it had so to  rest-should prove  not 
to  be level. The only method of sounding  which Sir Francis  Spring 
had  found  to  be reliable was t o  sling a 30- or &foot  rail from a crane, 
horizontally,  and a t  right angles to  the  quay-face,  and  to cause the 
crane to  run along the  quay,  and  then,  by a bucket  dredger,  and, 
if necessary, by divers, to  remove any  irregularity  thereby revealed. 
It suggested itself that  two opportunities  were  open, in connection 
with  the  subject of Mr. Latham’s  Paper,  for  inventors,  in co- 
operation  with  harbour  authorities  and experienced  mariners, to  
devise, (a)  some  method  for keeping  a  vessel  close up  against  the 
fenders of a  quay, which should not need  special attention because 
of tides,  and (6) a  satisfactory  method,  and  one  not  over-wasteful of 
time, for securing  a  uniform bottom alongside a quay  in cases  where 
vessels must  rest  on  the  ground,  partly water-borne. 

I n  Mr. Wentworth-Sheilds’s Paper  there was no reference to  the 
stability  conditions of walls  founded  on  sunken  monoliths : that  had 
been dealt  with  in Sir Francis Spring’s and Mr. H. H. G. Mitchell’s 
Paper.1 The f our-berth  continuous  quay in question,  with  foundations 
founded  13  feet deeper than  the deepest  contemplated  sea-bottom, 
cost E49,OOO per berth, or 266 per  linear  foot. As would  be  seen on 
reference to  his  reply to  the criticisms  on the  Paper  in  question, 
and  to  the diagram  illustrating it, the whole  face of that  quay 
moved forward when the ground was dredged from  in  front  and 
the filling was deposited at   the back of it. The  forward  movement 
ranged .from about 4 inches to  6g inches-a movement  invisible to  

1 Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. ccvi, p. 2. 
2 Ibid., p. ti4. 
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F;ripcis the unaided  eye in a  length of some 3,000 feet of structure,  but 
alarming  enough  when it first  declared  itself,  because it did  not 
seem  possible to  be  sure where, or if, it would stop.  The con- 
clusions to  which  he  came, after some  years of observation .of 
that  quay, was that  the movement  was  largely due  to  the  disturbed 
and  unstable condi.tion of the  strata penetrated,  as  the  result of the 
sinking of the wells or monoliths by grabbing, and  that  as soon as  the 
soil in  front of the  structure  had solidified  sufficiently by  lapse of 
time  and  by  the  penetration of its  interstices  by fine mud and  silt, 
there need have been  no fear of further  movement. He  believed, 
therefore, that  the entire  quay would have remained stable,  refraining 
after  the first 4 or 5 inches from  further  movement4 or 5 inches 
easily offset by  an equivalent  lean-back  prior to  dredging or 
filling-if, instead of resort  being  had to  28 feet  thickness, a11 the 
wells had been made only 24 feet thick,  as  seventeen of them were 
in  fact  made.  A lean-forward of 6 inches, in  the height, 84 feet, 
of the  structure  in question,  would  be  caused by  a  sinking of less 
than 2 inches of the forward edge at  the  toe of a well 24 feet  thick. 
As experience was gained, this was  offset, as  stated,  by  leaning 
the monoliths  a bit  back  and  sinking  them  with  a  backward 
inclination, thus allowing them  to come  forward  nearly  straight 
when the dredging in  front  and  the filling in rear  had been  carried 
out.  The pressure due  to  water percolating to   the back of a  con- 
tinuous  quay  ought  never t o  be much more than  that  due  to  the 
difference in height  between tide level in  front  and  the  momentary 
level of the  impounded  water  in  the rear-hould the backing  material 
be  such  as to  allow any impounding. That back-water  pressure 
might,  presumably,  be  got rid of in whole or in  part  by means of 
suitable weep-holes. Although the  Paper purported to  concern 
itself only with  deep-water quay-walls, it brought to  Sir Francis 
Spring’s  memory many cases,  which  he had  had  to  investigate, of 
retaining-walls in railway-cuttings  ‘that  had  failed owing to  water 
getting access to,  and doubtless  flattening the angle of repose of, 
surcharged  earth backings. Even worse than  that,  he  had known 
cases  where  gypsum-charged earth  had become  water-soaked, 
resulting  in,  apparently,  irresistible  overturning pressure. In  
his  comments on Mr. P. M. Crosthwaite’s and Mr. A. R. Fulton’s 
Papers’ he had referred to these  railway  retaining-walls, a d  also 
to  certain experiments  carried  out  a good many  years ago in 
Ireland,  he believed by Mr. R. Mallet. He  had now found, how- 
ever, that  the experiments  in  question were made  not  by Mr. Mallet 

’ Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. ccix, p. 319. 
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but  by Mr. Jacob Owen, who described them  in vol. i of the  Trans- &-$pcis 
actions, for the year 1844, of the  Institution o€ Civil  Engineers of 
Ireland.  Not  much  information, however, was derivable  from  those 
experiments: Practical  experiments  on a scale  likely to give  useful 
and reliable  results  were  expensive  things to  carry  out,  and, on the 
other  hand,  laboratory  experiments could not  be considered as 
wholly  reliable. He therefore  ventured to  put forward the 
suggestion that engineers in executive  charge of heavy  practical 
work might  often find opportunities, as he had done, for making 
their work contribute  to knowledge of engineering  science, as it 
might  very  fairly  do in  many cases, by being put  to  the expense 
of the  carrying  out of experiments  on a full-sized  practical  scale, 
in aid of the evolution of reliable  formulas  whereby, in  the  future, 
similar  work  might  be  carried  out  with  greater  assurance  and  with 
less  reliance on  the “ factor of ignorance.” 

the  travel of tidal  water in  the River  Thames,  which  river was 
remarkable  for  its  constancy of flow, it being  generally  conceded 
that  the higher tidal  water could  be brought  up a river the  better. 
As to his  comparison of open-piled  structures  and  concrete 
piles or concrete-cylinder  construction, any exposed  concrete 
in marine  work  needed the protection of timber  fenders, 
whether the concrete was reinforced or not.  The  approach  jetty 
to  the detached  landing-stage  shown in Fig. 1 commended  itself, 
because  when an open-framed  landing-stage was attached  in 
front of a solid  pier or steep  bank,  a  rebound a t  high water  might 
occur off the wall, the effects of which  would be reduced by  the 
cushion of water between the wall and  the face of the stage,  thus 
mininlizing the  tendency  to  strain  the off ropes of a vessel berthed 
a t  such a landing.’ Owing to  the exposed  position of a landing- 
stage open to  the sea, the  constant  tidal  action caused soft wood 
to  chafe and wear  loose at   the  fastenings,  thus weakening the 
stability of the  structure.  Referring t,o Mr. Latham’s  remarks 
upon Oregon  pine for piles,  some  notes thereon  and also uppn 
the  superiority of hardwood,  used by Mr. Mralmisley a t  Dover, 
for  exposed  pile  work,  would be  found in  the discussion of 
Mr. I. C. Barling’s  Paper.2  While the  method  adopted  by 
Mr. Latham  for  lengthening piles  avoided the tendency  for a pile to 
split,  by using a butt  joint in the timber, the connection by means 
of four plates,  one  upon  each  side, would appear to  weaken the pile 

Mr. A. T. WAIAIISLEY was glad to find that Mr. Latham  favoured x r .  malmisley. 

* Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. ccix, p. 243. 
‘‘ The ReconsLrucLion of the Tyne North Pier,” Ibid., rol. clxsx, p. 210. 
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1tr. \Vnlrnirlw. considerably, due to t h P  numerous ldt-holes required.  Any  Icndmcy 
to  split a pilc  usually started where the t,imber  had  becn  pierced, 
and  henre  it was desirable t o  keep the section as \\-hole as possil)le. 
Mr.  Walmisley  therefore rcconmendcd a scarf, in blue  gum piles, 
18 inches by 18 inches,  when  main piles over a stork  length were 
needed.  Such  a cnse occurred with thc deep-water  landing-stage 
a t  1)11vrr.’ The scarf was 4 fcct. long, and t h e  two scariino- h t e n  

tlri<:,k, hdd by uiglltecn If-inch bolts. Owing to  tha ditliaulty 
were 8 fcet 10 inches  long by 1 font 6 inches wide by  ”’ inoh 

w h u  acted a8 consulting  engineers for the pier-widening contract 
of bracing longpilori below L.W.O.S.T. Messrs. Baker  and  linrtzig, 

r.xr,cuted a t  ])over by Xessrs. S. Pearnon and Son,  recommendcd 
l o \ \ ~ r  walings in  the abovc-mentioned  landing-stago  just  above 
the level of low nater, as well as driving the piles into  the 
lxd  of the  foundation,  in  order to  secure as much stability as 

82 feet long by 20 inches  square, and  that  timber was adopted 
~ m ~ i h l e .  Tasmanian bluc-gum piles were said to  be obtainable 

on account of its weight (75 lba. per cubic foot), exceeding that 
of water, so that, in tho  event of accident, they would not, float as 
wreckage; but would sink,  relieving the  contractor of further risk o f  
~lnrnage. TIN: scariing-plates mw placed  parallel to the face of the 
stage, so that the connecting  bolts mcre transverse,  while tho waling 
and deck beams thereto  maintained  the  stability of thc st,ruuturc 
lungjtudinally.  The scarf whir:h was adopted in  the case of t h c  
11lue-gum piles was near the shoe of the pile, and  partly rmhedrled 
in solid ground. The pile-shoe mas of cast  iron,  with chilled points 
2 inches up, 8 inches squarcon  tap,  and nith,,.rought-ironstraps cast 
in  the  hoe, having  countersunk holes above the shoe  for  connccting 
t u  the pile. A splice with  two  plates, # inch  thick, connected by 
eigllbecn galvanized  bolts, 16 inch  in  diameter,  might be permisrihlr 
for uniting  an uppm 1r:ngth of pitch-pine pile to a lrlwcr 1m@h 
uf  blue gum pile. The  main pilcs a t  Dover mere driven  thruugh 
water  and  mud  into  chalk to  n ninimum of Y feet, as the depth 
of pilc unbraced below low-water  level  dcmandcd security of the 
toe of the pile. I n  Some cases a minimum of 10 or 12  fcct intc  
the c l d k  might  be  required, so as t o  obtain a firm l1olrl fo r  the 
foot of tllc pile. The deep-nntcr  landing-stage at Dover was 
792 fret  long and 20 feet wide, the main p i la  being placcd 1 I fret 
3 inches apart bctrvecn centres,  with  pitch-pinc  filling  titnbcra, 
Lracings, bearers, and decking, elm fendcrs,  and: at   the t rans~erso  

1 llinutes af l’rucaedinga Inst. C,E,, ‘“I. mix,  p. 92. 

~~~~~~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~ ~ 
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tiinher  frames,  wrought-iron t,ie-rodls, etc. All walings, deck- Mr.TT’zlrnidep. 

bcams,  and  clcats were checked  on to, or let into, the adjoining 
piles to a sufficient extent  to secure a fair bearing  without  injury 
to  the pile, and  the surfaces in contact were dressed or trussed 

the lower walings and  portions  not easily accessible for repair were 
with that result in view. The  upper walings  were of pitch-pine, 

of blue  gum. The position of the bollard  dolphins in Mr. Latham’s 

The  trunble  in a atagc  attached  to n solid pier  was that there was an 
figure was perhaps  open to criticism, but  depended  upon  location. 

absolute  lack of alasticity ; usually this was obtsined by spring or 
coir  ropes, as wire  rope had not  sufficient, if any,  elasticity.  An 
isolated  doIphin  needed t o  be amply  stable,  and in some works a 
concrete~cylindcr  foundation  had been adopted,  in which the 
framed pile-work above  water was anchored. lb. Walmisley 

lighter ram with a  greater fall for pile~driving, which was to be 
agreed that  a heavy  ram with a small  fall was preferable t o  a 

regarded as a pushing  action,  and  not as a hammering  action. 
Concrete piles had been  employed  on  some  works for  dcep-water 
quays, so as t o  obtain a good foundation.  Tests  on  reinforcrd- 
concrete  structures  had  been well discussed in a Paper  by  t,he 
late Sir James B. Ball,’ and Mr. Wentworth-Sheilds  had previously 
given  valuable  contributions on  the subject.2 Mr. Walmisley’s 
views  on the working of a grab  dredger  had  already been expressed.:’ 

inward forces t o  be considered in the design of a quay-wall, were 
Mr. Wentworth-Sheil&’s  diagrams, showing the outward and 

instructive.  The  late Sir Benjamin  Baker  investigated  the  bearing 
power of sand.  After  loading the upper  surface of a box filled 
with  sand  until  no  more  sinking would  result,  he  struck the sides 
of the box  with a sledge-hammer,  when further subsidencc 
resulted,  showing that  the particles of sand  had  rearranged 

so dependent  upon  its  condition,  whether  dry or wet,  compressed 
themselves. The pressure of material at the  hack of a wall wa8 

or loasc, rammed or tipped  in,  that  an engineer must  be guided 
more  by experience than  by  any of the mathematical considerations 

for a t   the  outset, Mr. Wentnorth-Sheilds’s  classified  conditions 
involved;  but  inasmuch as all  contingencies  should be provided 

were usefully  expressed. 

that  piles made up of two  lengths of timber were cffcctive  in ~ h ~ i l , ~ ~ .  

Mr. WENTWORTII-SHEILDS confirmed Mr. Latham’s experience ~ r .  welit, .  
worth- 

* Ibid., 1.1l1. ercr, p. 50. 
’ IIinutes of Procoediugs Inst. C.E. ,  vol. eacix, p. 123. 

a 16id., ~ u 1 .  cciii, p 276. 
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Mr.went- regard to  both  driving  and  the  strength of the  structure. They 
Gheilds. should  be butt-jointed,  and if the fish-plates  were bent  round a t  

the edges so as to  be of channel  section,  great  stiffness  could  be 
secured.  The chief objection to  them was that  the  butt  joints 
formed a point of attack  for marine  borers. He  did  not  admit 
that  reinforced-concrete structures were  more  liable to  fracture 
under  impact of ships than were timber  structures. Generally it was 
the  other  way  round,  as  the monolithic character of the connections 
in reinforced  concrete  gave it extraordinary stiffness.  Such struc- 
tures  should, however, be provided  with  timber fenders,  which  should 
be  packed off from the concrete in such a way that bloms were 
transmitted  only to  points  which  were  stren@hened by bracing. 
He agreed  with Mr. Latham  that serious damage occurred to  some 
ships if  they  grounded,  and if the bed of the  berth was not truly level, 
but he  was  doubt,ful whether the scientific  dredging,  which  was 
recommended to  remove  irregularities,  had  yet  been  invented. If 
i t  had,  he would  be  grateful  for a description of the process. A 
fairly level  bed  could  be made  with a ladder  dredger, but it was 
difficult to  obtain one  which  would  dredge  close against  the  quay. 
A dipper  dredger would probably  do  the work well, but it 
was practically  unobtainable  in  England. 

DIr.Lstham. Mr. LATBAM, in reply to  the Correspondencc, stated  that  he was 
gratified at   the  general interest  the  subject of deep-water  quay 
design had aroused, and  he agreed that  the question of nomen- 
clature was a  difficult  one. I n  most  rivers  and  estuaries it was 
nearly  always  necessary to  advance  any  quay-face well into  the 
river,  in  order to secure a sufficient  depth of water  when  dealing  with 
modern  steamers of large  tonnage. It was seldom that such depth 
of water  could  be  secured by  means of a  solid structure,  except  in 
the case of a  quay-face  in  an artificial harbour, such as Dover. If 
the tern1 " jetty " had been  used to  describe  such worlrs as were 
referred to  in his  PLper,  he thought  there would have becn  even 
worse confusion of terms, as  to his  mind  a  jett,y consisted of a 
structure  projected  into  a  river or from an open  coast,  ending  in 
merely  a  small  pier-head, and  not  provided  with  a  berthing-face 
several  hundred feet in  extent.  He agreed,  however, that  some 
dec,ision as  to nomenclature, and definitions of the words '' quay," 
" jebty," " wharf,"  etc.,  were  necessary.  There  were so inany 
terms loosely  employed by civil  engineers that  it would bc  a  real 
adl7ant.ag.e if the British  Engineering  Standards Association  could 
be induced t,o take up the  question of standardizing and defining 
the principal  structural  terms  in common  use. With  regard to the 
remarks of Mr., A. Scott, lriv own exlmience confirmed the order of 

uort,h- 
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cost  and  rapidity of construction  given  in Mr. Scott’s  communication. Mr. Latham. 
Sir Francis  Spring would,  no doubt, recognize that  the question 
of deep-water  quays and jetties  in  this  country was probably  one 
which  confined itself to  the st,udy of accommodating ships  employed 
in general trades.  Apart  from  water-borne  landing-stages such 
as  the  famous Liverpool  landing-stage, he was somewhat  doubtful 
if passenger  traffic and  general  merchandise could  ever  be dealt wibh 
satisfactorily a t  a  deep-water  quay where there was any considerable 
rise or fall of t,ide, and he  regarded the existing  extensive  works a t  
Tilbury as a  great  experiment.  The  jointed Oregon piles referred 
to  in his Paper were  driven  into  Thames  ballast,  and  the cover- 
plates at  the  joints were allowed to project  beyond  the face of the 
pile, it  being  considered  unadvisable to  reces  the piles on acc,ount 
of possible  weakness of the joint. 

from  the Correspondence that, although  opinions  differed a s  to how Sheilcla. 

to  estimate  the forces  which made  and  marred  the  stability of a 
deep  quay-wall, the  majority of contributors were  impressed  with 
+,he  importance of collecting  information  about  the  conditions  and 
behaviouP of various  existing  quay-walls,  and of trying  to evolve 
a  rational  theory of stability. Many of them  quite  rightly  insisted 
that  the designer must  be guided by experience, but nearly  all 
realized that it was not possible to  apply  the  results of experience 
t,o their problems without  analysing  the  various forces a t  work,  or, 
in  other words, without  making use of some theory of stability. 
For  instance,  say that a  certain wall had failed.  When  rebuilding 
it,  the question  arose  whether it would  be best  to  thicken  it, 
deepen it, give it a  wider  toe,  pile its foundation, or improve  its 
backing ? Which of the  many well-known  stabilizing  devices 
should  be  adopted  in  the  particular case ? To answer that question 
i t  was esseutial to ascertain  as  nearly  as  possible  where the weakness 
Qf the wall occurred. That involved  t,he rough  determination, 
however, of the various  forces  and resistances a t  work  on the wall. 
Unless that analysis were made with  some  degree of correctness, 
the result  might  be a t  best  an  extravagant design, and  a t  worst 
another  failure. Or, again, a new wall might  have to  be  built  under 
slightly different  circumstances  from  a  former  one which had  stood 
well. The  backing  might  be softer, or the  substratum more  slippery. 
What  alteration  should be made ? Here,  aga,in, in order to  make 
experience  serviceable, the forces  imposed  on the t,wo walls  would 
have  to be  analysed,  and  the effect of any proposed alteration  in 
design  calculated. 

Professor  Luiggi’s  remarks illustrated how a  theory of stability 

Mr. WENTWORTH-SHEILDS,  in reply, remarked that it was  evident ::;r;l-ent- 
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Mr. ~ e n t -  had assisted him  in  interpreting his experience, and utilizing it for worth- 
fsheilds. the production of an efficient  quay-wall.  Several  writers had 

expressed their views  on the  lateral pressure exerted  on  a wail by 
a  flooded  backing, and  most of them seemed to  think  that  it  
would be  greater  than  the  pressure of water alone.  Although 
that view was no  doubt  correct with an open  backing  like  rubble 
stone, ‘it was, in  the case of flooded  sand,  probably  too  safe to 
represent  actual  facts. On the  other  hand,  as  others  had  pointed 
out,  a  very  soft  clay or mud  might  exert  considerably more  pres- 
sure  than wat,er ; but it was  probable that  a soft clay  did  not  get 
“ flooded,” as  several cases had occurred  where  a  wall  with  such 
a  backing  had been  stabilized by  admitting  water  in  front of it. 
He hoped that  some resGarches would  before  Iong be made to  
decide the point. 

Sir Francis Spring’s  remarks  on the resistance of earth  in  front 
of monoliths  were  important. Such  monoliths  were  often  sunk  into 
soft  clay  which offered but little  frictional  resistance  under  the  base 
of the wall, and  their  stability was largely  due to  the  fact  that  they 
were sunk well below ground, and consequently that  the “ toe ” 
resistance  in  front of them was  considerable. 

Mr. Porter  asked  for  an  instance of failure of a  wall built on piles. 
One  instance  was the old  outer dock-wall a t  Southampton, which 
was about 40 feet  high and 12 feet wide at   the  base,  with  occasional 
buttresses. It was built  on  and  backed  with  sandy clay, and  under 
the  toe was  a  line of sheet piling. It had moved  forward  in  several 
places and  had shown  signs of overturning also. No doubt  the 
piling had  saved it from complete  collapse. 

another  interesting  point which  several  correspondents  had  dealt 
with  was the  upward pressure a t  the heel of a wall due  to  the weight 
of the backing  behind it. Mr. Buckton,  like  many  others, con- 
tended  that  that pressure  should not  be ignored. Presamably  they 
advocated  that it should  be  considered as  a definite upward  vertical 
force on the wall in  addition  to  those  enumerated in the  Paper. 
Mr. Beare  had  pointed  out  that,  even if that  were so, the  centre of 
reaction  need  not necessarily  fall  within the middle third,  as  the 
intensity of pressure  under the base  need not  vary uniformly from 
front  to back.  The  argument  appeared  to  be sound. 

As to  the effect of deepening  a thin wall,  referre.d to  by 
Messrs. Hope  and Beare, it could be shown that  in cert’ain  cases the 
centre of reaction  was thus  brought  nearer  to  the  toe of a  wall, and 
that consequently the crushing  stress on the  earth beneath it was 
increased. It was tme, however, that  in such  cases the wall waq 
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already  nnstable. Thrro was no  doubt  that  the  dock~engineer's E;r;;pt 

especially  when hnilt on a slippery  clay,  and in such cases the 
real  difficulty was to design a wa,ll urhich would not move  laterally, s h d d s .  

an1  the effect of deepening the wall was thoreforo to incroasc its 
resistance of the earth in front of its t,oe was of great  i~nport,ance, 

stability. 
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